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Abstract

In recent years, cloud computing has become a fundamental element of information

and communication technology (ICT) services. The ever-growing demand on ICT ser-

vices requires the constant capacity increase of back-end data center (DC) systems.

State of the art DC architectures adapt sophisticated supercomputer interconnection

networks (e.g., fat trees, hypercubes, etc.), which have been optimized for high perfor-

mance since their first appearance. However, supercomputer systems are accompanied

by increased cabling complexity, while the expansion of such architectures requires a

large amount of cables to be rewired, in turn significantly raising operational costs.

The dissertation addresses issues related to gradual increase and efficient cabling

in DC networks. In the first part of the work, I propose an incrementally upgrad-

able interconnection network based on hyperbolic tessellations. It is shown that the

proposed structure has logarithmic diameter in the number of nodes, and it inher-

ently supports optimal low complexity (greedy) geographic routing. In the second

part, I propose a build out algorithm for constructing the hyperbolic DC architecture

and I also elaborate on some important DC features of my structure, such as load

balancing on multiple paths and capital expenditure (CapEx) costs. The third part

of the thesis presents novel DC cabling reduction results. I propose a method to

reduce the number of long inter-rack cables in DCs by using M ×M optical arrayed

waveguide grating (AWG) devices. As one of my contributions, I analytically show

that, by implementing my proposed method, the number of long inter-switch cables

in large flattened butterfly networks (e.g., > 50K nodes) can be reduced by an order

of magnitude. As a further contribution, I show that, depending on optical equipment

prices and physical DC configuration (e.g., size and power constraints), the proposed

modification of the flattened butterfly structure yields lower CapEx costs than in case

of the original unmodified structure.
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Kivonat

Az elmúlt évek során a felhő alapú számı́tástechnika az információs és kommunikációs

technológia (information and communication technology, ICT) alapvető részévé vált.

Az infokommunikációs szolgáltatások iránti egyre növekvő kereslet érthetően az al-

kalmazások hátterében lévő adatközpont rendszerek (data centers, DCs) folyamatos

bőv́ıtését igényli. A korszerű DC architektúrák kifinomult szuperszámı́tógép összekap-

csoló hálózatokat (interconnection networks) valóśıtanak meg (pl.
”
vastag” fák (fat

trees), hiperkockák, stb.), amelyek a megjelenésük óta nagy átviteli teljeśıtményre

lettek optimalizálva. Ám mivel szuperszámı́tógép rendszereket adott méretre ter-

veznek/éṕıtenek, az ilyen srtuktúrákon alapuló DC rendszerek méretének és kapa-

citásának bőv́ıtésekor jelentősen sok kábelt kell áthuzalozni, ami viszont nagymérték-

ben növeli a bőv́ıtéssel, valamint a hibaelháŕıtással kapcsolatos költségeket.

Az értekezésemben adatközpont hálózatok fokozatos növelésével és hatékony kábe-

lezésével kapcsolatos problémákat vizsgálok. A disszertáció első részében javasolok

egy hiperbolikus parkettázáson alapuló fokozatosan bőv́ıthető összekapcsoló hálózatot.

Megmutatom, hogy a javasolt struktúra átmérője logaritmikusan nő a csomópontok

számának növelésével, valamint a struktúra alapból támogatja az optimális, és egy-

szerűen megvalóśıtható (mohó) földrajzi útvonalválasztást. A második részben egy

hiperbolikus DC architektúra lépcsőzetes megéṕıtésének módszerére teszek javasla-

tot. Itt megvizsgálom továbbá az architektúra néhány olyan fontos tulajdonságát,

mint például a terhelésmegosztás, valamint a beruházással kapcsolatos (capital ex-

penditures, CapEx) költségek. A dolgozat harmadik részében az adatközpontokban

lévő kábelek csökkentésének témakörében mutatok be új eredményeket. Javasolok

egy módszert szervertornyok közötti hosszú kábelek (inter-rack cables) számának

csökkentésére M × M AWGR (Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router) optikai eszközök

felhasználásával. Analitikus eredményeket mutatok arra vonatkozóan, hogy a javasolt
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módszer a szervertornyok közötti kábelek számának nagyságrend beli csökkentését

éri el nagyméretű
”
laṕıtott pillangó” (flattened butterfly) DC hálózatokban. További

hozzájárulásként megmutatom, hogy az optikai berendezések árának és az éṕıteni

ḱıvánt adatközpont fizikai és elektromos teljeśıménybeli elő́ırásainak függvényében a

javasolt módośıtás következtében a nagyméretű, laṕıtott pillangó t́ıpusú DC rendszer

beruházási költségei alacsonyabbak lesznek az eredeti, módośıtás nélküli rendszerhez

képest.
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Glossary

ARP Address Resolution Protocol.

AWG Arrayed Waveguide Grating device.

AWGR Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router (M ×M AWG).

C-FBFly Colored Flattened Butterfly.

CapEx Capital Expenditure.

DC Data Center.

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.

DHT Distributed Hash Table.

DHTT Densified Hyperbolic Tessellation Topology.

DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing.

FBFly Flattened Butterfly.

GR Greedy Geographic Routing.

HPC High Performance Computing.

HTT Hyperbolic Tessellation Topology.

ICT Information and Communication Technology.

LAG Link Aggregation.
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LAN Local Area Network.

MAC Media Access Control.

MMF Multi-Mode Fiber.

Mux/Demux Multiplexer/Demultiplexer.

OpEx Operational Expenditure.

RU Rack Unit.

SMF Single-Mode Fiber.

STP Spanning Tree Protocol.

TM Traffic Matrix.

TTL Time To Live.

TWC Tunable Wavelength Converter.

VLAN Virtual LAN.

VM Virtual Machine.

Xcast eXplicit multi-unicast.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Enormous amount of data is accumulating these days. Some estimate that about 2

exabytes of digital data is generated each day [55]. As the primary goal of constant

accumulation of data sets, large-scale information retrieval poses new challenges for

traditional data processing systems. The demand for unified access to data and

services led to the recent birth of cloud computing architectures, where users are

provided with the illusion of infinite resources. In reality, the “cloud” is a complex

ecosystem of various hardware resources and plethora of software that is accessible

over the internet for anyone without upfront costs. These services are available on-

demand and through simplified payment options (e.g., pay-per-hour), which makes

them accessible to a wide range of customers.

Generally, the cloud incorporates a complex computer architecture that is com-

monly abstracted away for everyday users. However, such computer systems called

data centers (DCs) have to scale up to previously unseen proportions. Hundreds

of thousands of servers in one DC is already the norm for large providers, and this

number is predicted to grow significantly over the next few years.

In parallel to migrating to huge public clouds, more and more organizations decide

to consolidate their computing resources into DCs, and set up a small or medium-

scale private cloud. Surprisingly, operating a private cloud could be advantageous in

the long(er) run [19]. Private data centers also provide a high level of security and

privacy for organizations, features which are becoming even more sought-after due

to the recent international eavesdropping scandal. Moreover, owning a DC enables

the deployment of a public-private hybrid cloud infrastructure, where private cloud

1



2 1.1. Background and Motivation

resources can be easily supplemented with additional public cloud resources as needed

(i.e., to smooth out spikes in demand). As a consequence, we experience increasing

proliferation of both small and large data centers, while many issues regarding their

efficient and sustainable operation remains unsolved.

1.1 Background and Motivation

The concept of the data center grew out of mainframe computer rooms in the 1960s

and 1970s. The birth of data centers, in the current sense, happened in the 1990s,

when microcomputers and networking technology became commodity, and also when

the dotcom bubble forced companies to invest heavily in computing and storage re-

sources to achieve satisfactory internet presence. Research problems of DCs date back

to the earliest periods of computing history, and the extensive study of DC systems

has been intensifying ever since.

Amongst the many challenges, the management of cabling in data centers is a

complex task [17]. State of the art DC architectures adapt sophisticated supercom-

puter interconnection networks (e.g., fat trees, hypercubes, etc.) that have been

optimized for high performance since their first appearance. However, the expansion

of such architectures can only be done in large steps, which involves large investment

costs. Furthermore, the expansion of the rigid structure requires a large amount of

cables to be rewired, which is a laborious and error-prone task, which in turn raises

the costs of the expansion process. Recent works have already addressed the issue of

incremental expansion in data centers, yet only to a limited extent [34, 33, 52, 80]. In

general, the proposed architectures devise asymmetrical topologies that complicate

the cable management of such systems (e.g., the reparation of a broken link following

a failure). Moreover, the control plane of existing proposals rely on global topology

knowledge, and constantly maintaining such topology data leads to an unfavorable

and possibly intolerable overhead in case of large DCs.

On the other hand, large-scale data centers can have hundreds of kilometers of

cables deployed, among which long optical fibers can span more than hundred me-

ters [57]. Appropriate cabling management can minimize downtime, maximize space

use, and reduce operational costs [31]. There are several ways to measure cabling

complexity, but an explicit quantifiable measure may be defined as the number of
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long inter-switch cables required to build a data center network [43]. A distinction is

drawn between long inter-rack cables and short intra-rack cables, since long inter-rack

cables require careful planning, and they are more difficult to test and replace after

link failures, which increases the operational costs (OpEx) of the network.

In the course of this work I expose these previously presented issues regarding

the efficient cabling management in evolving DCs. In the following, I summarize my

research goals.

1.2 Research Goals

In the first part of the dissertation, I aim at designing a symmetrical data center ar-

chitecture that is both easily expandable and provides an efficient routing mechanism.

The main research objective regarding structural expansion is to find an appropriate

structure that is suitable for incremental expansion and supports a local navigational

mechanism at the same time (i.e., greedy geographic routing). Inspired by recent

theoretical findings in hyperbolic geometry of complex networks [63], I investigate

the possible utilization of hyperbolic tessellations in a novel interconnection network.

A hyperbolic tessellation is the generalization of regular lattice graphs in hyperbolic

geometry, such that it combines the symmetry of a lattice with exponential expansion

in the hyperbolic space. Importantly, the structure possesses favorable distributed

and low-overhead routing capability, as greedy forwarding is inherently supported

by the underlying metric space. Moreover, it needs to be examined if the newly

proposed network adheres to low diameter and high path diversity, since these two

topological properties are respective primary indicators of latency and throughput in

a distributed system.

The second research goal is to augment the proposed theoretical hyperbolic struc-

ture in such a way, which makes it applicable for a novel, incrementally expandable,

and high performance data center network. My aim here is to accommodate the

specific operational requirements (e.g., multipath routing, load balancing, fault toler-

ance, cost effectiveness) of today’s data center systems while keeping the complexity

of routing and cabling management as low as possible. Moreover, the proposed system

must support incremental plug & play upgradability and expandability with regard

to both servers and switches in a cost and cabling efficient manner.



4 1.3. Main Thesis Structure

The third research objective is to find an appropriate method, which reduces ca-

bling complexity (i.e., the number of long inter-switch cables) in high performance

data center networks. The goal is to achieve results beyond topology optimization

techniques [71] without increasing the control plane overhead [62]. The proposed so-

lution should utilize current optical telecommunication techniques, e.g., dense wave-

length division multiplexing (DWDM) and passive optical switching devices, i.e., ar-

rayed waveguide grating routers (AWGR). An important related research goal is then

to determine the technical and economical feasibility of the proposed technological

application in the data center, depending on the price variability of required optical

components.

1.3 Main Thesis Structure

This dissertation contains my results for incremental expansion and cabling complex-

ity reduction in data centers that achieve the aforementioned research goals. The

main message of my results can be summed up in the following statement:

Hyperbolic tessellation topologies and optical wavelength division multiplexing meth-

ods efficiently reduce cost and labor of cabling in high performance DC networks.

My dissertation is structured as the following. Chapter 2 introduces fundamental

concepts and requirements regarding high performance data center networks. Here,

the relationship between interconnection networks and data center networks is shown,

and I present widely studied and applied high performance DC architectures. I also

elaborate on the most important DC performance and cost metrics, along which my

novel proposals are evaluated and compared to existing proposals. In the rest of the

work, my results are structured around the following three topics, which constitute

my three main Thesis groups:

Thesis Group 1. Definition and analysis of an incrementally expandable high per-

formance interconnection network based on hyperbolic tessellations (Chapter 3).

After the related literature is briefly overviewed, I present the definition and anal-

ysis of an incrementally expandable and symmetrical interconnection network based

on hyperbolic tilings. In this chapter, I focus on topological properties of the pro-

posed structure (i.e., diameter, bisection bandwidth and navigability). Specifically, I
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define a novel interconnection architecture embedded into the hyperbolic plane. The

proposed network provides low end-to-end latency by guaranteeing logarithmically

growing diameter. I propose a simple heuristic link densification algorithm to in-

crease the performance of the network topology. The structure uses greedy routing

to forward packets between any pairs of servers, and due to its topological properties,

it almost always routes along shortest paths. Moreover, the architecture’s routing

relies only on local decisions and it does not require complicated routing tables to be

stored in switch memory.

Thesis Group 2. Design and analysis of a hyperbolic tessellation based data center

architecture that supports low complexity control plane implementations (Chapter 4).

Next, Chapter 4 details the design and analysis of a hyperbolic tessellation based

DC architecture (Poincaré DC ) that supports incremental expansion and low com-

plexity control plane implementations. Here, I put emphasis on practical aspects of

DCs. I design a data center architecture based on the theoretical results of the hy-

perbolic tessellation structures and evaluate the proposed system through extensive

traffic simulations and cost analysis. I propose extensions of greedy routing, which

provide multipath capabilities hereby boosting load balancing performance. More-

over, I show that the extended greedy routing effectively exploits network redundancy,

which bards the system with excellent failure tolerance and recovery. Satisfying the

basic requirement of current data center evolution trends, I show that my proposed

system lends itself for easy expansion and upgrades that can be achieved cost effi-

ciently and with arbitrary granularity.

Thesis Group 3. Cabling complexity reduction in state of the art data center archi-

tectures through optical wavelength division multiplexing (Chapter 5).

My main topic, i.e., efficient cabling in DCs, is viewed from a different angle

in Chapter 5, where I present cabling complexity reduction in flattened butterfly, a

state of the art data center architecture. The proposed structural modification is

evaluated in a realistic techno-economical model, by which I argue for its financial

and technological feasibility. I propose an optical wavelength division multiplex-

ing method, known from wide area networking, for cabling complexity reduction in

flattened butterfly DC architectures. I show that the proposed modification of the
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structure significantly lowers the number of long inter-switch cables (by an order of

magnitude), without imposing additional control plane complexity on the underlying

system. Moreover, I investigate various realistic physical constraints (e.g., number

and power profile of servers) and equipment market prices (i.e., optical transceivers

and wavelength division multiplexing devices) under which the modified structure is

more cost efficient than the original structure.

Finally, Chapter 6 discusses applications of the results and concludes with possible

future work.

1.4 Methodology

During the course of the dissertation, I extensively used graph theoretical analysis in

the process of design and evaluation of the proposed systems and methods. More

specifically, the design and analysis of my proposed incrementally expandable data

center architecture were obtained through analytical methods from the field of hyper-

bolic geometry. I used both analytical and numerical methods to confirm my results

regarding the topological properties (i.e., diameter, path diversity) of the proposed

structure. I validated the throughput performance of the proposed hyperbolic DC

system through a flow level traffic simulation tool that was developed in C++ and R

Statistical Language. I constructed a multi-input, highly integrated techno-economical

model, in which I evaluated the economical feasibility of my proposed methods. Cost

considerations throughout the dissertation are based on economics of real-world data

centers (e.g., cost of equipment, labor, etc.) and technical specifications of the equip-

ments involved in the analysis.



Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Data Center

Networks

Cloud computing has been emerging to be the dominant operation model of present

and future networked services. In order to provide the underlying pervasive net-

working functions, data centers, hosting the cloud infrastructure, have to scale up to

previously unseen proportions and provide much greater operational flexibility then

traditional computer networks.

This chapter provides a short overview of the basic concepts of state of the art

data center networking. Selecting from a plethora of both academic and industrial

resources on how to build and operate DC networks efficiently, I aim to briefly present

such concepts, which we draw upon in the next chapters of this dissertation. I start

by introducing conventional data center terminology in Sec. 2.1. Next, in Sec. 2.2

we focus on the communication network in DCs that connects the servers together

and to the outside world. I motivate general performance requirements, and present

state of the art solutions. Finally, I define general performance and cost metrics in

Sec. 2.3, which are used in my analysis throughout the dissertation.

2.1 Definition of the Data Center

A data center is a specialized facility that houses compute, storage and communi-

cation resources, and it provides the fail-safe physical environment (i.e., controlled

temperature, redundant power supply, etc.) necessary for the continuous operation of

7



8 2.1. Definition of the Data Center

the complete system. The compute and storage resources (i.e., processors and hard

or solid state drives) are encompassed in specialized or commodity servers, which are

arranged into racks. These racks are then laid out into rows in the server room area

such that required temperature and power supply can be provided for them (Fig. 2.1).

Racks are arranged into server clusters or pods, which may consist of thousands of

homogeneous servers (or hosts). The servers exchange data with each other to exe-

cute a given task, and the incurred control and data communication is facilitated by a

high performance interconnection network. The specialized interconnection network

is also connected to the outside world through various levels of gateways and firewalls

such that servers can host and support, for example, web based applications.

Figure 2.1. Simple DC facility: a) racks of servers in the server room area, b) power
distribution units, c) air conditioning units.

A data center is usually a self contained facility that comprises all required equip-

ment and technical personnel. Small data centers, containing hundreds of servers, can

be established in a dedicated area within the premises of an organization. Large DCs

with hundreds of thousands of servers (i.e., containing many clusters), on the other

hand, may take up warehouse space at distinct (off-premise) locations, which may be

as large as multiples of football fields [47], and be distributed around the globe [5].

Although there are many reasons for operating data centers, their main appli-

cation is storing, analyzing and managing various kinds of data. Most importantly,

DCs contain data and computing resources that are mission critical for the seamless

operation of businesses and organizations that own these systems, which requires a

very high level of performance and availability.
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2.2 High Performance Data Center Networks

Today’s large-scale data center designs grew out of high performance computing

(HPC), where distributed systems with thousands of processors were already available

more than a decade ago. A great account on the inception of current DC networks

by Abts et al. [17] portrays the networks’ inherent relation with supercomputers.

Such HPC systems rely on special high bandwidth interconnection networks, which

provide fast (low-latency) and fine-grained communication to facilitate computation-

ally intensive applications (e.g., climate modeling, computational drug design, etc.).

In recent years, Ethernet networks have made significant progress toward bridging

the performance and scalability difference between server clusters built with com-

modity devices and special-purpose HPC system architectures. While in previous

decades, high-performance networks were almost entirely custom and proprietary

interconnects, today 43% of the world’s most powerful supercomputers [13] employ

either standard Gigabit or 10G Ethernet [6] technology. Modern data center networks

are built upon such interconnect architectures that are based on standardized, and

hence, cost-efficient network technologies1. However, serious scalability and perfor-

mance limitations inherent in Ethernet networks had to be overcome to achieve high

performance and high flexibility required in cloud-scale data center environments. I

review these general issues and present current academic proposals and industry best

practices in the following sections.

2.2.1 Cloud-Scale Data Center Network Requirements

One can observe two main trends in the functional requirements of cloud-scale DC

networks [72, 49]. On one hand, there is an increased need for server consolidation in

the enterprise, which means that businesses strive to utilize their hardware as much

as possible. This is achieved by dynamically allocating physical resources in servers to

virtualized end hosts, called virtual machines (VMs). One physical machine can run

VMs in the order of tens (or even a hundred), following the number of possible parallel

threads in current multicore server architectures. More importantly, virtualization

1Note that Infiniband (http://www.infinibandta.org/) is the most prevalent proprietary in-
terconnect technology, which is also widely used in current data centers. However, it integrates
Layer 1 through 4, thus it greatly encumbers innovative routing proposals for DCs.

http://www.infinibandta.org/
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allows the entire VM state to be migrated from one physical machine to another,

such that server hardware can be efficiently utilized across the whole data center

(e.g., with the possibility to turn off unused and underutilized machines for energy

saving reasons). This functionality, however, requires scalable and flexible addressing.

As each VM has its own IP address, running applications can only experience seamless

migration if the VM’s IP address remains unchanged, even if it is moved to a different

physical server.

On the other hand, more and more application workloads exploit thread-level

parallelism and distributed task execution. In map/reduce based applications, the

workloads are divided into parallel subtasks, and individual results are weaved to-

gether from many subtasks across thousands of cores [17]. The orchestrated parallel

execution imposes significant communication among worker nodes, which in turn re-

quires efficient any-to-any connectivity and uniform capacity between hosts across

the cluster. Other important features that DC applications may require include load

balancing on multiple paths [78] and multicast routing [14].

Such requirements in data centers present formidable challenges to network admin-

istrators. Due to the massive number of devices in a data center, faulting equipment is

commonplace. Thus, low management complexity and high reliability are high rank-

ing priorities in case of cloud scale real world data centers. In summary, cloud-scale

data center designs should be operationally scalable providing performance, flexibility,

reliability and manageability for tens or hundreds of thousands of network nodes. On

the network algorithm level, this requires distributed, low-overhead mechanisms both

for routing and failure handling. On the implementation level, due to both virtual-

ization and network management reasons, data centers are often managed as a single

logical Layer 2 fabric. However, many obstacles arise because traditional local area

network (LAN) technologies do not scale well to the size of large data centers.

2.2.2 Scalability, Performance, and Flexibility Limitations

Let us next overview limitations imposed by Ethernet and IP protocols in the tradi-

tional IP/Ethernet based computer networks.
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Limitations in Ethernet Networks

In the early days of computer networks, Ethernet was designed to be a communication

protocol between adjacent hosts connected by a common broadcast transport medium

(i.e., coaxial cable). The Ethernet architecture requires very easy setup configuration,

so it became very popular in previous decades, but it has an inherent scalability

limitation. As the number of hosts grows, the broadcast overhead significantly reduces

the throughput of the network. To deal with the issue, hosts were collected into

different network segments, and these segments were bridged together to form larger

networks by bridge (2-port) or switch (multi-port) devices. A bridge or switch learns

which MAC addresses reside on which segment, and then forwards an Ethernet frame

to the segment where the destination host resides. If a destination address has not

been seen previously by the switch, then it floods the frame to all of its ports except

for the port where it received the frame from. Since there are no restrictions on how

many hops an Ethernet frame can traverse, such flooded frames will be replicated

infinitely in topologies that contain loops [83].

The Spanning Tree Protocol (IEEE 802.1D STP [8]) was invented to resolve this

loop problem. Given an arbitrary topology, the switches running STP coordinate

themselves to form a tree. The protocol elects a switch as root node of the tree,

and then computes an optimal spanning tree by calculating the distances of nodes to

the root switch. The STP converges to a steady state by disabling links that do not

belong to the spanning tree. As a result, switches can only use links to forward frames

that are put in a forwarding state by STP. When a link that is in forwarding state

fails, STP reconverges to the next appropriate spanning tree by adjusting forwarding

states of individual links. Although plug & play configurability and cost efficiency

of Ethernet networks lead to their widespread use, nevertheless, services relying on

broadcast in the Ethernet protocol (e.g., dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP)

and address resolution protocol (ARP)) and reduced network capacity imposed by

STP restricted the maximal size of individual networks to only a couple of hundred

hosts.
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Limitations in IP Networks

The scalability issue of Ethernet is alleviated by the Layer 3 IP protocol [10], nev-

ertheless, it imposes high configurational burden on network administrators. Large

IP/Ethernet networks may be composed of multiple Ethernet LANs, which are then

interconnected by routers using IP routing. In such structures, an Ethernet LAN

usually contains a few hundred hosts, which together form an IP subnet. This IP

subnet represents a subset of the whole network, and it is identified by an individual

IP prefix. Each host is assigned a unique number within its subnet, such that the

prefix and the host number together, called an IP address, uniquely identifies hosts in

the global network. Each router maintains a routing table that records which subnet

(specified by its IP prefix) is connected to which port on the device. These routing

tables are maintained by routing protocols (OSPF [70], IS-IS [11], etc.) that dis-

tribute global topology information so that routers can calculate shortest next hops

to each destination subnet in the network. When an IP packet arrives at a router, it

routes the packet by matching the destination IP address to the longest suitable prefix

maintained in the routing table, and by sending the packet out on the corresponding

port. Importantly, the IP packets contain a time to live (TTL) value that limits the

number of hops the packet is allowed to traverse. This ensures that IP packets can

never circulate forever in a forwarding loop.

Cluster/Pod B

internet

VM

Limited Mobility and
Capacity Bottleneck

Top of Rack

Access

Aggregation

Core

Cluster/Pod A

Hosts

~100-200 hosts

Layer 3
Routing

Layer 2
Forwarding

Figure 2.2. Traditional redundant tree DC network with mobility limitation and
capacity bottleneck between distant leaf end hosts.
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While IP networks can scale up to millions of nodes, end host flexibility is bro-

ken, since IP addresses must be allocated according to the subnet prefix where the

host connects to. This means that the VM mobility requirement in Sec. 2.2.1 cannot

be achieved across different subnets. In other words, VM mobility is seriously lim-

ited across different clusters that are configured to different IP subnets in traditional

IP/Ethernet based networks. Moreover, link capacities close to the root of the tra-

ditional redundant tree topology are relatively low compared to the aggregate link

capacity of end hosts. This capacity bottleneck is due in part to the STP protocol and

in part to limited router capacity. Therefore, in case of map/reduce type workloads,

end hosts can generate one or two orders of magnitude larger traffic than the core

links could handle. Figure 2.2 illustrates the above mentioned issues in a traditional

data center topology built on IP/Ethernet networking technology. Although flexi-

bility and performance issues can be mitigated with various networking techniques

(e.g., virtual LAN (VLAN) [9], link aggregation (LAG) and multi-chassis LAG (MC-

LAG) [7], etc.) and at the cost of additional configuration complexity, the problems

can only be sufficiently solved by novel specialized data center fabrics built on proven

HPC architectures.

2.2.3 High Performance Interconnection Networks

To overcome scalability and performance limitations detailed in the previous sec-

tion, the networking community reached back to supercomputer interconnection net-

works composed of expensive special purpose switch and server hardware that employ

proprietary network protocols. However, to leverage the economies of scale, adapt-

ing these structures to conventional IP/Ethernet networking and commodity switch

hardware has been a great challenge. Plenty of data center architectures have been

proposed recently that more or less draw upon known HPC interconnection networks.

I present the three most widely used and studied architectures, the fat tree, flattened

butterfly and BCube architectures.

Fat Tree (Folded Clos)

Since a tree is a very cost effective interconnection structure, when routing has to

be solved on a population of network nodes, traditional tree based DC architectures
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are very widespread. A simple k-ary tree can provide low diameter (low delay), low

average degree (low cost), and simple routing decision in the nodes [44]. However, on

the downside, simple trees cannot ensure path diversity and high throughput, which

are two key requirements for cloud-scale DC systems.

A fat tree is a special instance of the Clos topology [30] that was originally pro-

posed as a telephone switching network to interconnect many end devices by appropri-

ately interconnecting smaller commodity crossbar switches. In the fat tree topology,

the number of root nodes is increased [64] to provide multiple redundant paths, large

bisection bandwidth (see later in Sec 2.3.2), and no single point of failure [43, 61].

Furthermore, the structure provides evenly distributed network capacity without en-

ticing constraints on job placement in the network [54].

Fat tree is essentially a Folded Clos topology [37], which is obtained by combining

the input and output stages of a regular unidirectional Clos network together, hence

forming a network with bidirectional links and smaller amount of switches. The

Folded Clos structure, also known as the leaf/spine architecture, is currently the

state of the art structure in new data center deployments, and is being advocated by

data center networking vendors [25, 66]. The high efficiency in fat tree is achieved,

however, at high energy consumption per bandwidth, high total equipment cost, and

significant increase of cabling complexity compared to other special structures (e.g., a

flattened butterfly structure) [43, 18]. An example of a 2-level Folded Clos structure

is shown on Fig. 2.3, where the number of ports in each switch is k = 8.

Cluster/Pod A10000+ hosts

Layer 2
Fabric
with L3
Routing

Spine (l=2)

Top of Rack (l=1)

VM

Uniform Capacity

Hosts (l=0)

internet

Layer 3
Routing

Figure 2.3. Folded Clos DC with uniform capacity distribution among hosts.
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A generalized Folded Clos structure can be defined by specifying the number of

levels h of the topology and giving the upwards wl and downwards ml branching factor

of nodes in each level [73]. Intuitively, m0 = 0 and wh = 0 by default, where l = 0 is

the level of hosts, and the root nodes are at level l = h. For example, corresponding

values in case of the structure in Fig. 2.3 are h = 2, w0 = 1, w1 = 4,m1 = 4,m2 = 8.

A generalized Folded Clos topology can be tailor made to trade-off total host number,

switch node degree, latency (diameter) and cabling complexity by fine-tuning each

structural parameter. This is a fairly complex optimization problem on its own [71].

For simplicity, I will limit however my later comparison study in Chapters 3 and 4

to the original fat tree structure that was first proposed as a high performance DC

architecture [21].

The original fat tree DC is a special case of the generalized Folded Clos structure.

An example of this structure2 is depicted on Fig. 2.4. I define the fat tree structure

adapting its description from [21].

Definition 1.1. A k-ary fat tree is composed of k pods, each containing two layers of

k/2 switches. Each k-port switch in the lower layer is directly connected to k/2 hosts.

Each of the remaining k/2 ports is connected to k/2 of the k ports in the aggregation

layer of the hierarchy. There are (k/2)2 k-port core switches. Each core switch has

one port connected to each of k pods. The ith port of any core switch is connected

to pod i such that consecutive ports in the aggregation layer of each pod switch are

connected to core switches on k/2 strides.

Pod 3

Hosts

Core

Aggregation

Edge

Pod 0 Pod 1 Pod 2

Figure 2.4. Fat tree DC with uniform capacity distribution among hosts (k = 4).

In general, a fat tree built with k-port switches supports k3/4 hosts. While there

2Gateway connections to the outside world are omitted on this figure.
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are k2/4 paths between hosts in different pods providing high path diversity, the

capacity bottleneck remains at the host links. This issue can be mitigated by mul-

tihoming the servers to the edge switches [78]. Note that although I have used the

terms “Folded Clos” and “fat tree” somewhat interchangeably so far, in the rest of

the dissertation fat tree refers to the structure defined in Def. 1.1 and under Folded

Clos I mean the generalized Folded Clos structure.

The fat tree topology is composed of identical relatively small sized commodity

switches that makes the structure relatively cost efficient due to the economies of

scale compared to traditional tree DC structures, which require large and expensive

switches in the core layer. Moreover, this structure is rearrangeably non-blocking,

such that for arbitrary communication patterns, there exists an optimal set of paths

that will saturate all the bandwidth available to the end hosts in the topology [21].

Non-blocking operation, however, requires careful scheduling of packets among all

available paths. Although there exist a proposal for efficient flow scheduling on fat

trees [22], during my comparative analysis I only consider the simple deterministic

traffic diffusion scheme presented in [21].

The original fat tree DC paper [21] have addressed only the even capacity dis-

tribution requirement from Sec. 2.2.1. However, two further proposals extended the

original structure which address the flexible VM migration issue in two different ways.

Portland [72] programs switches to intercept hosts’ ARP messages, sends them to a

central Fabric Manager that assigns pseudo MAC addresses for hosts based on their

locations in the structure, and switches then forward packets based on these layer-2

pseudo MAC addresses. VL2 [49] also uses a centralized and replicated directory ser-

vice which resolves application specific addresses used by services to location specific

addresses. In case of VL2, only the end hosts’ network stack is modified, while no

new switch hardware or software is needed. Common to both proposals, however,

is that they render the fat tree structure a scalable, fault tolerant, Layer 2 data

center fabric, which supports easy migration of virtual machines and even capac-

ity distribution among hosts. This is at the cost of employing complex centralized

forwarding and fault detection schemes.
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Flattened Butterfly (FBFly)

The flattened butterfly is a cost and energy efficient interconnection topology which

utilizes fewer high degree switches [61, 18] and requires less physical links, relative to

the Folded Clos topology. Moreover, by implementing less switching stages, FBFly

can achieve better performance indicators such as latency. The drawback of FBFly

is the requirement of adaptive routing to load balance arbitrary traffic patterns; in

turn, fat tree can employ simple static routing, even in the presence of complex traffic

patterns, by making use of the available multiple physical paths.

Server input ports (k / switch)

Server output ports (k / switch)

(a) 
kn-1columns 

n rows

(b)

s1

s2

s3

SwitchServer

Figure 2.5. a) 3-ary 3-fly butterfly topology (unidirectional). b) 3-ary 3-flat flattened
butterfly (bidirectional) obtained by combining the switches in a column; it contains
kn−2(n− 1) = 6 full meshes distributed in n− 1 = 2 dimensions.

I define the FBFly structure following its description in [20, 18].

Definition 1.2. A regular k-ary n-fly butterfly topology contains kn input and out-

put terminals (Fig. 2.5a). It consists of n levels (rows) of butterfly interconnects: at

level l, where l = 0, 1, ..., (n− 1) nodes are connected to others at distances that are

multiples of kl. A k-ary n-flat FBFly topology is constructed from a k-ary n-fly but-

terfly topology by combining the switches in each of the kn−1 columns of the butterfly

topology into one single switch (Fig. 2.5b). The unidirectional input and output ports

of the terminals are combined into bidirectional ports of N = kn servers.

In general, when a butterfly is flattened, the transformation results in a n − 1

dimensional array of S = kn−1 switches. Each switch connects to k servers3, and each

3The concentration c, or the number of servers connected to each switch in a k-ary n-flat FBFly
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switch is connected to each of the k − 1 other switches that align with it in each of

the dimensions. The total number of switch ports in a k-ary n-flat FBFly topology

is p = (n− 1)(k − 1) + k.

BCube

The idea behind the BCube [50] structure draws inspiration from the generalized

hypercube HPC structure [28]. BCube is intended to be used in container based,

modular data centers, with a few thousand servers. As an extension to the original

structure, MDCube [87] proposes a method to interconnect these containers to create

a mega-data center. In the following I briefly describe the BCube structure. The

topology of BCube is generated using a recursive algorithm.

Definition 1.3. A BCubel is constructed from k BCubel−1 and kl k-port switches

(l ≥ 1). BCube0 is simply k servers connecting to a k-port switch. A BCube1 is

constructed from k BCube0s and k k-port switches (Fig. 2.6).

BCubel-1 0
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BCubel-1 1 BCubel-1 k-1
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Figure 2.6. Recursive structure of BCubel on the left and BCube1 on the right (k = 4).

Similarly to fat tree, BCube uses only low-end commodity switches to scale up

the topology, and provide high path diversity at the same time. One can observe

that one BCubel has N = kl+1 servers and l + 1 levels of switches, with each level

having kl k-port switches. Importantly, there are l+1 parallel paths between any two

servers in a BCubel. However, contrarily to fat tree, BCube puts routing intelligence

purely into servers. In BCube, switches only connect to servers and never directly

connect to other switches. As a consequence, the switches are treated as dummy

can be higher than k; the structure accommodates ckn−1 servers in this case. I assume that c =
k, which means that I do not consider oversubscription at the switch level; this is a standard
simplification in the literature [18].
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crossbars that connect several neighboring servers and let servers relay traffic for

each other. Similarly to routing in the hypercube architecture [28], servers forward

packets such that, along the path of the packet, the address of the intermediate next

hop server “corrects” one digit in the address compared to the destination address,

thus the packet converges to the destination server. Although BCube is a very scalable

and highly efficient DC fabric, it does not inherently support VM migration, since

application IP addresses are fixed to servers’ location in the structure. Note that this

limitation could possibly be lifted with a central fabric manager similarly as in the

VL2 architecture.

2.2.4 Unresolved Challenges

State of the art research proposals seem to tackle the requirements of current cloud

ready data centers. Nevertheless, two under-illuminated issues I have introduced ear-

lier in Chapter 1 have not been sufficiently addressed by industry or by the research

community. The first of these issues is the incremental upgradability and ex-

pansion of DC structures. Recall that a fixed supercomputer architecture has a very

high level of cabling complexity, and the expansion of such structures requires a large

amount of cables to be rewired. I will address the incremental expansion issue in

Chapters 3 and 4 of the dissertation. I will formulate the problem in Sec. 3.1 and ex-

plain why current proposals fail to address this issue sufficiently. My goal is to design

a data center architecture that provides similar or better performance at the same

cost level as state of the art DC architectures, but satisfactorily solves the incremen-

tal expansion problem. In addition, I leverage my proposed structure’s support for a

low complexity distributed routing on Layer 2 addresses that is desirable in large DC

networks. Moreover, Chapter 5 discusses the problem of high cabling complexity

of DC architectures, and proposes a solution for reducing cabling through application

of optical wavelength division multiplexing techniques.
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2.3 Data Center Performance and Cost Metrics

In the following sections, I present the most important metrics through which I evalu-

ate my proposed data center structures. First, I identify diameter and bisection band-

width as two key topological parameters in data center networks. Complementing the

bisection bandwidth metric, I define the throughput of a network in case of realistic

traffic loads as the key metric of DC network performance. Equally importantly, we

discuss capital and operational cost metrics, which are taken into consideration dur-

ing my later evaluations. Finally, relating to operational costs, I define the cabling

complexity metric.

2.3.1 Diameter

A key property of an interconnection network is the diameter of the underlying topol-

ogy because it is the primary metric of worst case latency in the network. Since each

hop must process the packets on a path, the intermediate hops delay the packets’

transmission to the destination, thus path lengths determine overall latency observed

by end hosts. The diameter of a topology, denoted by D, is defined as the largest

value of shortest paths measured between node pairs, while taking all node pairs into

account. The goal is to keep the diameter as low as possible to achieve low worst case

latency even in large scale topologies.

2.3.2 Bisection Bandwidth

Bisection bandwidth of a network is a topological property that bounds its achievable

throughput [37]. Let us represent a network by a graph G(V,E), where V is the set

of nodes, and E represents the set of links in the network. Each link has a bandwidth

(in bits/s). A cut U(V1, V2) of the graph G is a set of links EU that partitions G into

two connected subgraphs G1(V1, E1) and G2(V2, E2) with two disjoint sets V1 ⊂ V

and V2 ⊂ V such that one endpoint of the links in EU belongs to V1 and the other is

in V2. The bandwidth of cut U , denoted by BU equals the sum of the bandwidth of

links in EU , which belong to the cut. A bisection of a network is a cut that partitions

the entire network nearly in half, such that |V2| ≤ |V1| ≤ |V2| + 1. The bisection

bandwidth B of a network is then defined as the bandwidth of the minimal bisection
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over all bisections of the network

B = min
bisections(U)

BU(V1, V2).

If a network has full bisection bandwidth, then any way we partition the network,

half of the hosts can communicate at their full speed with the other half of hosts in

all circumstances. In many cases, data center networks trade off bisection bandwidth

for cost reduction, and leverage statistical multiplexing of available bandwidth among

oversubscribed hosts.

2.3.3 Throughput

Throughput of a communication network is the average rate of successful data trans-

mission over the network. The throughput of a network depends on the type and

amount of communication load imposed on the nodes and links of the topology. The

traffic is represented on the level of flows, whereas the traffic matrix (TM) specifies,

which host sends what amount of data to which other host(s). Generally, a flow is the

abstraction of a set amount of data in bytes that a source host sends to a destination

host. Given the traffic matrix, the aggregate throughput of the system is then defined

as total transferred data over the completion time (in bytes/s) of all flows in the TM.

Next, I present various types of traffic matrices that can be simply defined, yet

are characteristic of real-world DC network loads.

Permutation Traffic

In a random permutation TM [80], each host sends a flow at its full output link rate to

another single host and receives a flow from a single host, such that no host receives

more than one flow. The permutation of sender-receiver pairs is chosen uniform-

randomly. Random permutation traffic represents the case of no locality in traffic,

which is characteristic, if VMs can be placed arbitrarily across the network.

One-to-one Multipath Traffic

A critical property of a DC network is its ability to balance intense traffic between

two hosts on multiple paths [78]. To evaluate the load balancing property, I define
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a one-to-one multipath TM, where a source host sends multiple distinct flows to a

given destination host. In Chapter 4 I evaluate my proposed architecture’s ability to

distribute flows between two hosts on different paths.

One-to-many Multicast Traffic

Many data centers support efficient multicast traffic forwarding for device manage-

ment reasons or for customer facing applications (e.g., IPTV) [14]. Multicast traffic

can be characterized by a one-to-many TM, where one host sends the same data to

more destinations. During my evaluation in Chapter 4 I only consider multicast traf-

fic within the DC network and omit such scenarios when multicast traffic is sent out

from the data center.

All-to-all Traffic

In case of an all-to-all traffic matrix, all end hosts send data to all other hosts [50].

This represents a very powerful stress test on the network. This type of traffic matrix

is characteristic for the communication overhead in case of intensive map/reduce type

parallel task execution. Moreover, it well illustrates the degree of traffic distribution

across the links in the network topology.

Note that there is an extensive literature of data center traffic measurement and

modeling [26, 35, 59, 27]. Although the above presented traffic matrices may be

considered representative of general cloud type data center operation, I regard fur-

ther evaluation of my proposal through measurement based traffic characteristics as

possible future work.

2.3.4 Cost and Cabling Complexity

One of the most important aspects of data centers, besides performance, is their cost.

Total cost of a data center consists of many different cost elements. However, the usual

distinction is made between capital expenditures (CapEx) and operational expendi-

tures (OpEx) [48]. CapEx costs include one time purchases (e.g., servers, switches),

while OpEx costs consist of ongoing expenses (e.g., electricity, employee wages). Es-

timating the true cost of a data center design is a quite challenging task [71]. I

make a trade-off in my cost evaluation models between simplicity and predictiveness
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by following established DC cost evaluation methods currently used in academic pa-

pers [77, 71]. Moreover, I make adjustments in individual cost components according

to current retail prices available on the web.

My cost model in Chapters 3 and 4 takes predominantly network related CapEx

costs into account, which is about 18% of the total monthly amortized costs [54]. I

disregard other capital costs, such as servers, power distribution units, cooling equip-

ment, etc. I model networking costs in Chapter 3 by calculating the required amount

of switch and server ports in a given structure. The cost of switches is modeled as if

the price of a switch is linear in terms of its port count, which is a reasonable sim-

plification in most cases [77]. We make a distinction between the price of standard

1 Gbit/s ports and high performance 10 Gbit/s ports. Moreover, in Chapter 4, I

further account for cabling costs including material and installation expenses with

fixed prices of short inter-rack cables and longer intra rack cables, similarly as in [71].

Chapter 5 deals with cabling complexity reduction, which requires further re-

finement of the cabling cost model used in Chapters 3 and 4. There are several

ways to measure cabling complexity. One metric is the data center entropy, which

is defined as the gradual increase of cabling complexity over time due to moves,

additions, and changes in data center connectivity; along this process, cable trays

can become overcrowded such that cables can take on tight bends, even resulting

in pulled connectors [31]. Although data center entropy resembles a very realistic

notion of cabling complexity, I adapt however a more explicit quantifiable measure

as the number of long inter-rack cables required to build a data center network [43].

A distinction is drawn between long inter-rack cables and short intra-rack cables or

cables between adjacent racks, since short cables are easier to install and maintain,

whereas long inter-rack cables require careful planning and routing through the phys-

ical structure in cable trays over (or under) the racks. A further disadvantage of long

cables is that they are more difficult to test and replace after link failures, which

increases operational costs of the network. I regard this measure to be a close proxy

of cabling management related operational costs, and I evaluate my proposed cabling

complexity reduction method along this metric.

On the other hand, to compare my proposal in Chapter 5 from a CapEx perspec-

tive, we have to model capital cabling costs to a greater precision than in Chapter 4.
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For this reason, in Chapter 5, I consider the cost of inter-rack cables to be propor-

tional to their lengths, which are estimated based on the rack layout model defined

for the structure I evaluate. To achieve a fair comparison between the original and

my modified structure, we must also take into account special optical cabling equip-

ment and installation costs (i.e., arrayed waveguide grating routers and multiplex-

ers/demultiplexers), which are required by the proposed cabling complexity reduction

method.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, I reviewed the most important fundamental concepts that are re-

lated to high performance data centers capable of supporting the needs of today’s

large-scale cloud computing architectures. Next, I present my proposed incremen-

tally expandable interconnection structure in Chapter 3, and then I complement the

structure to form a DC architecture (Poincaré DC ) in Chapter 4. I designed Poincaré

DC in light of the requirements detailed in Sec. 2.2.1 and compare my solution to

state of the art DC architectures presented in Sec. 2.2.3 along the metrics described

in Sec. 2.3. Moreover, in Chapter 5 I propose a known cabling complexity reduction

method which does not increase control plane complexity. As my contribution, I eval-

uate my proposed modification of the flattened butterfly architecture through refined

cost and cabling complexity metrics (Sec. 2.3.4).



Chapter 3

Thesis 1: Expandable Hyperbolic

Interconnection Network [C3, J1]

One important, albeit under-researched aspect of data center networks is incremental

upgradability, i.e., adding compute and storage resources and network capacity to a

data center on-demand [80, 34]. There are two orthogonal requirements for incremen-

tal design to suit both the needs of small-and-starting and large-and-evolving DCs.

First, such a design should be structurally expandable. This means that a small com-

pany should be able to start a private data center quickly and with a limited budget,

and build it out incrementally in small quanta [65]. On the other hand, upgrades are

also frequently needed in data centers, triggered by a growing user base or deployment

of more demanding cloud applications. Incremental roll-out is also a logical strategy

supported by industry experts [65], and it is standard in practice. Microsoft’s “Gen-

eration 4” DC concept builds heavily on incremental deployment [67], and Facebook’s

robust capacity expansion was also realized through incremental roll-out [68].

In this chapter, I first explain why state of the art DC structures are not ade-

quate for incremental expansion, and what are the limitations of current academic

proposals (Sec. 3.1). Next, as my contribution, I present a novel incrementally ex-

pandable interconnection structure based on hyperbolic tessellations, which provides

low diameter, and supports optimal greedy geographic routing (Sec. 3.2). In Sec. 3.3,

I propose a method to densify links in my structure to enhance bisection bandwidth,

and I show that my proposed structure can achieve higher topological performance

25
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compared to fat tree and BCube for similar or less network costs. Sec. 3.4 summa-

rizes my proposal, and leads to the detailed description of a fully-fledged hyperbolic

tessellation based DC architecture.

3.1 Problem Formulation and Current Proposals

Recently, several augmentations of trees have been proposed as DC architectures.

A very popular method increases the number of root nodes (i.e., Folded Clos) to

provide multiple paths, large bisection bandwidth, and no single point of failure

(see Sec. 2.2.3). As a common drawback of such approaches, when the respective

topology is expanded, these interconnection structures have to be sometime in their

evolution completely rewired to keep up with the growing number of servers. Fig. 3.1a

shows the largest 2-level Folded Clos structure that can be built with 4-port switches.

When we want to add two additional servers, then the arity of the tree has to be

increased (Fig. 3.1b), so all switches have to be replaced and rewired to maintain

the defined structure. Such complete rewiring in fact means the building of a new

structure from scratch, which is both error prone and cost demanding. Note that a

similar argument holds for the fixed BCube structure (see Sec. 2.2.3) as well. Since

current DC designs are not geared towards incremental upgradability, several research

proposals addressed this issue, albeit to a limited extent.

(a) (b)?

Max 6 more servers 
without complete 

rewiring

Figure 3.1. Once in a while, when free ports run out, Folded Clos structures can be
only expanded by replacing all switches, imposing a great cabling overhead.

LEGUP

LEGUP [34] tackles the problem of expanding data centers by developing the theory

of heterogeneous Clos networks. Authors show that their construction is optimal in

a sense that, for any traffic matrix, it needs only as much link capacity as a classic
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Clos network to route the same traffic matrix. The paper proposes a branch and

bound type search algorithm, called LEGUP, that explores the space of possible

arrangements of aggregation level switches to find a solution topology meeting input

constraints. However, the LEGUP algorithm’s performance for small upgrades is not

evaluated, and the impact of added heterogeneity on routing performance is unknown.

REWIRE

REWIRE [33] uses a heuristic optimization framework that maximizes bisection band-

width and minimizes latency at the same time to find high capacity topologies while

satisfying a large number of user-defined constraints. Contrarily to LEGUP, which

requires a Clos network as input and results a heterogeneous Clos topology as the

upgraded network, REWIRE provides a general solution that accepts any network

as input and returns arbitrary topologies [80]. On the other hand, the REWIRE

algorithm needs to perform all-pairs shortest path computations to determine the

bisection bandwidth and latency of each candidate solution. Due to high compu-

tational burden and numerical instability of the approximation method used in the

framework, the optimization algorithm scales admittedly to at most 200 nodes [33].

Jellyfish

Jellyfish suggests to use regular random networks in data centers [80]. Due to the

random structure, incremental expandability of a Jellyfish DC is adequate. However,

since Jellyfish uses a random graph based topology, it needs a sophisticated routing

protocol to keep the system running in a fairly efficient way so it proposes to employ

the k-shortest-path routing algorithm [91]. This means that Jellyfish has to monitor

the topology continuously, converge swiftly to a changed state in case of failures,

avoid oscillation and loops, etc. For this end, an up-to-date, global database has to

be kept. I argue, this results in an unfavorable and possibly intolerable control plane

overhead in case of a fairly large and dynamic data center.

FScafida

FScafida, an initial design of an asymmetric, scale-free network inspired data cen-

ter structure was proposed in [53]. The proposal employs end host source routing,
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which leverages Bloom filters for addressing and forwarding. Although the structure

provides incremental expansion and fairly efficient routing, similarly to Jellyfish, FS-

cafida requires that up-to-date global topology information must be maintained on

all end hosts.

To resolve all issues presented above, I propose a data center structure based on

hyperbolic tessellations. Small-World Datacenters [79] (SWDC) framework suggests

greedy geographic routing as the underlying navigational scheme, where authors pro-

pose simple, but constrained metric topologies (i.e., multi-dimensional tori) that are

also unfit for incremental expansion. To address the problem at hand, in the next

section I present a symmetrical topology that can be incrementally expanded. My

construction avoids such states in the growth process when the whole structure has

to be completely rewired. Moreover, it is shown that the proposed structure provides

high performance and resiliency with low control plane overhead by employing greedy

routing.

3.2 Hyperbolic Tessellation Topology

Recent findings show that complex networks have hidden metric structure that can

be well represented in hyperbolic (non-Euclidean) geometry, and this metric structure

is highly efficient for greedy geographic routing [63]. Inspired by these theoretical re-

sults, I propose a novel interconnection network based on hyperbolic tessellations. In

essence, the hyperbolic tessellation provides an incrementally expandable structure,

while it retains the advantageous navigational properties of the hyperbolic space.

Thus, I employ hyperbolic tessellations to construct the proposed interconnection

network, since the obtained topologies are inherently embedded in hyperbolic space,

while they still provide room for virtually infinite expansion without violating struc-

tural coherence. The proposed structure is simply called as a hyperbolic tessellation

topology or HTT.

In this section, I first present a method to incrementally grow an HTT structure

that is completely reachable via greedy routing. After that, I analyze key properties

such as slowly increasing diameter and low stretch of greedy routing on the topology.
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3.2.1 Incremental Construction of HTT [Thesis 1.1]

In the following, I describe my proposed structure in details. First, I show how to

find coordinates of the vertices in a uniform hyperbolic tessellation by employing a

recursive geometric construction in the Poincaré disk model of the hyperbolic plane.

After I introduce the concept of greedy geometric routing, I show how one can use the

coordinates of a hyperbolic tessellation to incrementally grow a finite topology that

is fully reachable via this simple forwarding mechanism. Note that the placement

of servers or switches on the computed node coordinates can be arbitrarily chosen

(e.g., switches in the core, servers on the perimeter), however, a heuristic assignment

approach is detailed later in Sec. 4.1.

Uniform Tilings in the Hyperbolic Plane

In general, a regular tessellation is a tiling (or covering) of the plane by congruent

regular polygons such that the same number of polygons meet at each vertex. An

(n, k) regular tessellation contains regular n-gons, from which k meet at every vertex

to fill the plane without overlaps or gaps. Only three kinds of tiling exist on the

Euclidean plane: (3, 6), (4, 4), and (6, 3) because the sum of angles meeting at one

vertex must be exactly 360◦. As opposed to Euclidean tiling, there exist infinitely

many (n, k) tilings on the hyperbolic plane1 because the angles of a regular n-gon

could be arbitrary small on a hyperbolic plane.

During the construction, we will use the Poincaré disk model of the hyperbolic

plane to create uniform hyperbolic tessellations. The Poincaré disk model [32] repre-

sents a 2-dimensional hyperbolic space with a unit circle in the Euclidean plane. In

this model, hyperbolic lines are arcs or lines that are perpendicular to the unit circle.

The model is conform, which means that the angles of a shape in the hyperbolic plane

are preserved, when the shape is represented in the Euclidean plane. In the Poincaré

model, distances can be easily calculated from the Euclidean coordinates2 between

points v(v1, v2) and t(t1, t2) with a formula

d(v, t) = arccosh

(
1 + 2

(v1 − t1)2 + (v2 − t2)2

(1− v21 − v22)(1− t21 − t22)

)
. (3.1)

1There exist an (n, k) tiling on the hyperbolic plane, if 1
n + 1

k < 1
2 [38].

2In the rest of the dissertation, I refer to these simply as coordinates.
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where indexed variables (e.g., v1, v2) represent coordinates of respective nodes. More-

over, reflection about a line in the hyperbolic plane is reflection about the line or an

inversion respect to the arc (circle) in the Euclidean plane3. In summary, the above

features make the Poincaré model well suitable to construct hyperbolic tessellations

and represent them in the Euclidean plane.

Recursive Construction of a Hyperbolic Tessellation

An (n, k) regular hyperbolic tessellation is constructed recursively from regular n-gons

through reflections on the sides of the polygons in the Poincaré disk model (Fig. 3.2).

The coordinates of nodes (i.e., vertices of the polygons) for a given (n, k) tessellation

can be easily computed by the following simple geometric mappings. Let us start

from an initial regular n-gon in the center of the Poincaré disk. The coordinates

(0, cos(π/k + π/n)/
√

cos(π/k)2 − sin(π/n)2) of the first node of the initial polygon

are obtained by decomposing the polygon into triangles, and calculating the respective

distances. We rotate this point by 2π/n around the origin for n− 1 times to get the

first polygon.

(0.58, 0.42)

(0.46, 0.63)
(0.22, 0.68)

(0.38, 0.12)

(0.23, -0.32)

(-0.23, -0.32)

(-0.38, 0.12)

(0, 0.4)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2. Construction of a (5,4) hyperbolic tessellation. (a) Initial polygon is
reflected about one of its own side to get a polygon of the new layer. (b) Previous
step repeated for all initial sides. (c) Remaining area around all initial vertices tiled
with polygons to finish the new layer.

Next, let us reflect the vertices of the polygon about one of its own side to obtain

a polygon of the next layer of the tessellation (Fig. 3.2a). Then, let us repeat this

3It depends on what the hyperbolic line’s image is in the Euclidean plane.
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procedure for all other sides until we get the next layer polygons that are adjacent

to the sides of the original polygon (Fig. 3.2b). Now, reflect these new polygons

on their own corresponding sides, such that all uncovered plane sections around the

vertices of the initial polygon are also tiled with polygons; thus, the new layer of the

tessellation is finished (Fig. 3.2c). The above procedure may be continued recursively

until infinity. Therefore, this construction4 allows us to generate virtually any kind

of allowed (n, k) regular hyperbolic tessellations of arbitrary size5.

Note that a hyperbolic tessellation can be thought of as an infinite geometric ob-

ject, however, for our practical purposes, we require only a finite part of it. This is

simply obtained by stopping the tessellation generation process (e.g., when we reach

a required number of nodes, or given a number of layers of polygons). Importantly, if

we consider the vertices of the polygons as nodes and the sides as links in a hyperbolic

tessellation, we have a regular topology embedded into the hyperbolic plane. Conse-

quently, we may call this finite graph object as a hyperbolic tessellation topology or

HTT6. As my proposed HTT structure is readily embedded into a hyperbolic metric

space that supports greedy routing, in the following, I formally define this simple yet

efficient routing process.

Greedy Geographic Routing in Metric Topologies

A great advantage of the default greedy geographic routing (GR) mechanism is that

it does not require routing states to be kept in switching devices. Routing decision

is solely based on metric distances between neighbor nodes vi(vi,1, vi,2) of a current

node u and the destination node t(t1, t2). More specifically, an intermediate node

on the forwarding path always forwards a packet to its neighbor that is closest to

the destination. Distances between nodes in the hyperbolic Poincaré disk model

(Eq. 3.1) are used as the metric for GR. If u does not have any neighbor v for which

d(v, t) < d(u, t), then greedy routing is in a local minimum, and it fails. Note that for

example BCube’s single path routing algorithm7 also suffers from such phenomena.

4Hyperbolic tessellations are well studied geometrical objects, and for a more detailed description
I refer the reader to [86, 32]. Java based implementation of the algorithm can be found at [38].

5The limit of conventional floating point number representations imposed on the largest possible
HTT structures is discussed in Sec. 4.3

6I may refer to an infinite hyperbolic tessellation topology as an infinite HTT, while in some
cases I explicitly refer to a finite HTT to help the reader.

7It is a special kind of greedy routing in high dimensional space.
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Algorithm 1 Greedy routing algorithm for packets with given destination node ID.

GreedyRouting(current ID u, destination ID t):
dist min = d(u, t) / Eq. 3.1 /
next hop = u
for all i link neighbors of u do
dist = d(i, t)
if dist < dist min then
dist min = dist
next hop = i

end if
end for
ForwardPacket(next hop)

To overcome this, BCube’s routing falls back to breadth first search to be able to

route in case of network failures. We will see that HTT’s structure (and especially

its densified version presented in Sec. 3.3) ensures such events to happen only in

case of massive network failures and with extremely small probability. The basic GR

algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.

One can note that the simplicity of the control plane is traded off for the intro-

duced computational requirement in the data plane. I argue that this is a justified

choice in the design. Since arccosh() is monotone, this operation can be left out of

the calculation for boosting forwarding performance. Hence, required computation

at each forwarding decision is reduced to about a dozen of simple arithmetic oper-

ations, which consumes reasonably few CPU cycles. By default, nodes are required

to calculate next-hop distances for each packet that needs to be forwarded. To fur-

ther improve forwarding performance, routes can be cached by intermediate switches,

and flow labels can be used for per-flow forwarding decisions. I emphasize that the

proposed structure retains all advantages of greedy routing, thus, there is no link

state propagation protocol prevalently used in current DC architectures. This rout-

ing mechanism does not require carefully adjusted routing tables, and it implements

routing in essence with zero messaging overhead.

Next, I show that this simple routing algorithm always finds paths on infinite

HTTs. Later, I turn to analyzing the effectiveness of GR on finite HTTs.
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Reachability via Greedy Routing on Infinite HTTs

The next great advantage of greedy routing is that it always finds paths on an infinite

(n, k) regular tessellation between arbitrary node pairs, when no link or node failure

occurs, which I first show analytically. In case of realistic finite HTTs, however,

there may be cases, when we need to add a few additional links to ensure greedy

reachability. I describe a simple heuristic algorithm for that end after the proof.

Theorem 1. [J1] Greedy routing always finds paths between arbitrary node pairs on

an infinite HTT, assuming there are no network failures in the topology.

Proof. Let P and Q be nodes of the tessellation, and we want to show that Q can be

reached by a greedy path from node P . It is easy to see that, in any regular polygon,

the set of such inner points, which are closer to a given vertex than to any of its

neighbors is contained in the quadrilateral defined by the neighboring sides of the

given vertex and the perpendicular bisectors of these sides. Moreover, in any regular

polygon, this quadrilateral is inside the polygon, so it must not contain any (possible

destination) vertices except for the given vertex (initially P ). Since in a tessellation

we consider the gapless covering of the plane, for any point outside the respective

quadrilateral there exists a neighbor vertex that is strictly closer to the point than

the given vertex.

According to the above, there is always a next hop on the greedy path, which is

always strictly closer to the destination. This means that a node can be only once

on the greedy path. Moreover, the whole path must be in the circle with center Q

and radius PQ. Since there are only a finite number of nodes in this region, the path

must end somewhere in the graph. Finally, we showed that if greedy routing stops

(fails) at a node, it must have stopped at destination Q.

Now, let us investigate greedy routing reachability on finite HTT topologies. I

show that the specific order of node additions on the perimeter of the tessellation

play a role in global reachability. Based on these considerations, I define my pro-

posed structure by formalizing a simple heuristic algorithm that ensures all-to-all

reachability in HTT.
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Formal Definition of Incremental HTT Construction

In simple terms, an interconnection network built on HTT can be imagined as if we

would place switches and servers (in this order) to the unoccupied node positions

starting from the inner (central) part of the tessellation. Practically, the topology

can be node-by-node incrementally constructed, by only changing the connections of

the neighbors of the newly connected nodes. When a new node s is connected to the

existing topology (which can be initially a single node), we have to make sure that

the adjacent links of s is properly installed in the network. This is only mandatory,

when the corresponding neighbor of s is already present (on the other side of a given

adjacent link). However, in some cases, we need to add and manage some additional

links to avoid unreachability of a few nodes on the perimeter, when employing greedy

routing in the structure.

In the following, let us formalize the incremental construction of an HTT. First,

we construct an (n, k) hyperbolic tessellation, as described earlier, until we have

generated coordinates of a sufficiently large set of nodes. Let us store these coordinate

pairs (xi, yi) in a list L. Now, let us sort L according to the distance of the location

(xi, yi) from the center of the disk (0, 0) in increasing order (where ties are broken

randomly). Based on L, we may build out the topology of HTT in a straightforward

and incremental manner. Let us define Pop(L) to be a function, which returns the

first element (x, y) of the ordered list L and removes (x, y) from L. Simply, let’s place

a new node s to the position (x, y) = Pop(L). We connect s to nodes ai already

present in the topology, for which the Poincaré distance (Eq. 3.1) d(s, ai) = dt, where

dt is the tessellation distance, defined as the distance between neighbor nodes in the

tessellation (this is equal for all neighbor node pairs)8.

Recall that Th. 1 basically means that inside an infinite topology, greedy routing

can always find a next hop towards any destination. Unfortunately, in case of finite

topologies, there may be source-destination node pairs, for which GR fails. This is

simply due to our incremental expansion requirement. Since we may add one node at

a time, there can be polygons in the outermost layer of the tessellation, which are not

yet complete. Such an example is depicted in Fig. 3.3, where we generate a (5,4) based

HTT. According to my construction method, we fill up the topology with nodes in an

8The value of dt can be determined as the smallest distance among all pairs of nodes in the initial
polygon of the tessellation.
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Figure 3.3. (a) Greedy routing may fail on the perimeter of HTT. (b) Nodes that
are unreachable via GR are connected through an additional link. (c) The additional
link is removed when no longer needed for greedy reachability.

ascending order based on their distance from the center. Fig. 3.3a shows a snapshot

of the topology evolution with 7 nodes, where the 6th and 7th nodes are s and t,

respectively. Now, let us assume that GR tries to find a path from s to t. Since node

s has only one neighbor node c, and since d(c, t) > d(s, t), according to Algorithm 1,

GR will fail at node s. It may be inferred from the figure, that if node v were present

in the topology, GR would find it as the next hop towards node t. In case of such

situations, I propose to connect nodes that cannot reach each other through greedy

forwarding (i.e., we add link {s, t} to the topology as seen on Fig. 3.3b). On the other

hand, after we have added node v to the topology, we may remove the additional link

{s, t} to free up network resources (e.g., ports, cables) as depicted on Fig. 3.3c. My

proposed complete incremental expansion method is formalized in Algorithm 2, which

includes the previous simple heuristic link management process to avoid GR failures

on the perimeter of our incrementally expanded HTT. In Sec. 3.2.3, I show that the

number of extra links that need to be managed is relatively low compared to all links

in the structure. The formal process of the incremental expansion is further discussed

in Sec. 4.1, where a more detailed practical algorithm adhering to realistic data center

specific constraints (e.g., port counts, performance upgrades) is carefully described.

In the following, I show that the diameter of HTT grows logarithmically with the

network size, while the degree of the nodes is bounded by k.
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Algorithm 2 Incremental HTT generation ensuring reachability for greedy routing.

AddNode (coordinate list L, nodes V , tes-
sellation links Et, additional links Er):
Coords: (sx, sy) = Pop(L); V = V ∪ s
% Add tessellation links
for all i ∈ V \ s do

dist = d(s, i) / Eq. 3.1 /
if dist = dt then

Et = Et ∪ {s, i}
end if

end for
% Add greedy reachability ensuring links
for all i ∈ V \ s do

if @ greedy route s↔ i then

Er = Er ∪ {s, i}
end if

end for
% Remove unneeded reachability links
for all i ∈ set of neighbors of s do

Er,i={{e1, e2} ∈ Er | e1 = i or e2 = i }
for all e = {e1, e2} ∈ Er,i do

if ∃ greedy route s↔ i in Er\e then
Er = Er \ e

end if
end for

end for

3.2.2 Logarithmic Diameter of HTT [Thesis 1.1 cont.]

A high performance interconnection network is required to have low diameter, as it is

the primary metric of end-to-end latency in the network. My proposed HTT topology

immediately possesses such a compelling property, as it has logarithmically growing

diameter, which I prove in the following.

Theorem 2. [C3, J1] The diameter of HTT grows logarithmically with the number

of nodes.

Proof. As we saw earlier the tessellation of HTT is constructed recursively, and we

may define distinct layers of the tessellation as we draw each new outer “shell” on the

currently finished layers of the structure. Intuitively, the diameter of the tessellation

will grow by each new layer. Let us first count the number of vertices in the tessellation

by each layer similarly as in [76]. In the following, we only consider (n, k) tessellations

where n > 3, but later we also include the special case, where n = 3.

Let us denote set of polygons belonging to layer m by Pm. P0 consists of solely the

initial polygon, while in general, Pm+1 consists of polygons that are adjacent to the

outermost vertices and sides of Pm polygons. Let Vm be the set of outermost nodes

of layer m, namely all vertices that belong to Pm but do not belong to Pm−1. Let us

denote the number of such nodes by vm.

By definition, in an (n, k) regular hyperbolic tessellation, k regular n-gons meet

at every vertex. Observe that, for vertices in Vm, where m > 0, we can distinguish
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two types of nodes. Let us call such vertices joint nodes that are shared by two Pm

polygons (e.g., i2,1 and i2,3 on Fig. 3.4), and we shall call vertices belonging to only

one Pm polygon as summit nodes (e.g., i2,2, i2,4 and i2,5). The set of joint nodes and

summit nodes of layer m are denoted by Jm and Sm, respectively. Combining these

observation and definitions, it follows that k−2 new polygons will be created at joint

nodes, while k − 1 new polygons will be created at summit nodes for the next layer

of the tessellation.

Let us now recursively calculate vm+1, for layers m > 0, by calculating how many

new Vm+1 nodes will be spawn by the different types of Vm nodes. First, we consider

Vm+1 nodes that are born as outer vertices of such Pm+1 polygons, which are adjacent

to outer sides of polygons in Pm. Basically, since these Pm+1 polygons share a side

with Pm polygons, we can map solely one such Pm+1 polygon to each Vm node. In

each of these new polygons, two nodes will belong to the previous layer (e.g., i1,1 and

i1,2), and two nodes will be shared by a neighboring Pm+1 polygon (e.g. i2,1 and i2,3),

so each of these Pm+1 polygons will contribute (n − 3)vm new Vm+1 nodes. Let us

mark these nodes on Fig. 3.4 by crossing them with a skewed line.

Moreover, we still need to account for such new nodes (e.g., i2,3, i2,4, and i2,5) that

are created by additional k−3 polygons adjacent to Sm summit nodes (i.e., i1,2), and

by additional k − 4 polygons at Jm joint nodes (e.g., i1,3, but note that there are no

m=0m=

i1,1 i1,2

i1,4
i1,5

i1,3

...

i2,1 i2,2

i0,1

i0,2

i2,3 i2,4
i2,5

m=2

m=1

i2,10
i2,11
i2,12

Figure 3.4. Figure shows three layers of a (5,4) regular hyperbolic tessellation, where

the number of nodes grow exponentially by each new layer (v0 = 5, v1 = 25, etc.).
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such polygons on the figure, since k = 4 in the example). This can be written as

(k − 3)(n − 2)sm + (k − 2)(n − 2)jm, and by rearranging the expression we get the

number of missed (unmarked) nodes as (k − 3)(n− 2)vm − (n− 2)jm.

To complete the recursion, the number of layer m + 1 joint nodes, denoted as

jm + 1, can be easily calculated: k − 3 new polygons will be created at joint nodes,

k − 2 new polygons will be created at summit nodes, and each new polygon creates

one new joint node, which reduces to (k − 2)vm − jm. In summary, for any n > 3,

vm+1 and jm+1 can be calculated from vm and jm, following the linear recursion

vm+1 = (n− 3)vm + (k − 3)(n− 2)vm − (n− 2)jm

jm+1 = (k − 2)vm − jm.

Solving the recursion we get(
vm

jm

)
=

(
(k − 2)(n− 2)− 1 −(n− 2)

k − 2 −1

)m(
v0

j0

)
.

Let M be the matrix of the recursion, then Mm can be written as Mm = QΛmQ−1,

where Q is the matrix of the eigenvectors of M and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose

nonzero elements are the corresponding eigenvalues. In our case

Q =

−√(Z−2)2−4−Z
2(k−2) −−Z−

√
(Z−2)2−4

2(k−2)

1 1


Λ =

 Z−2−
√

(Z−2)2−4
2

0

0
Z−2+
√

(Z−2)2−4
2

 ,

where Z = (n− 2)(k − 2). Hence by using v0 = n and j0 = 0 we get

vm = n
(Z − 2− Y )m(Y − Z) + (Z − 2 + Y )m(Y + Z)

2m+1Y

≈ n(Z − 1)m = n ((n− 2)(k − 2)− 1)m ,

where Y =
√

(Z − 2)2 − 4 and the last step is due to Z ≈ Y .

For the special case n = 3, one can calculate vm+1 = (k − 4)vm − vm−1. Let

λ1,2 be the solutions of equation r2 − (k − 4)r + 1 = 0, then vm can be written as

vm = aλm1 + bλm2 , where a and b can be calculated from v0 = 3 and v1 = 3(k − 3).
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Note that additional links created by Algorithm 2 may reduce the diameter of a

topology by a factor bounded by n. Since we showed that the number of vertices

grows exponentially with the number of layers, and since the diameter can be upper

bounded by the linear function of the layers D ≤ (2m+ 1)dn
2
e, it follows that the

diameter of HTT grows logarithmically with the number of nodes.

Although my model permits an infinite number of different (n, k) tessellations to

use, there can be major differences between them. First of all, k, i.e., the number

of polygons to place next to each other in the tessellation, determines the maximal

degree in the topology. Tessellations with higher k produce higher degrees in the

resulting topologies. On the other hand, the diameter of the network is linearly

dependent on n. For example, a (3, 16) tessellation produces small diameter but the

maximal degree is 16 in the center of the topology. Note that we always build a finite

topology so at the perimeter of the network (far from the center, where the servers

will reside) the degree is lower (see Fig. 3.4).

Next, I show that the proposed topology generation process requires maintaining

relatively few extra links for greedy reachability.

3.2.3 Scaling of Required Extra Links

Since the proposed HTT topology generation process includes the addition and dele-

tion of extra links not contained in the underlying tessellation during the evolution of

the structure, it is important to see the magnitude of the number these links. First

of all, the number and length of required additional links are shown in Table 3.1 for

simulated HTT topologies with 4640 nodes, generated by Algorithm 2. My simula-

tions show that the above problem of unreachability through greedy routing arises in

case of less than 1% of all source-destination pairs, therefore the number of required

(n, k) dt dr min avg max |Et| |Er|
(3,16) 3.2 - - - 9568 0

(5,6) 2.1 2.93 2.93 2.93 5870 280

(10,4) 1.6 2.61 3.24 3.49 4700 420

Table 3.1. Number |Er| and length dr of additional greedy reachability ensuring links

in different (n, k) tessellations based HTTs, each with 4640 nodes.
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additional links will be relatively small (5 − 10%) compared to the total number of

links. To put this in perspective, it means that we only need to manage a small

fraction of all links during the evolution of an HTT network, adding and removing

them strictly in the vicinity of a newly connected node. This is in strong contrast,

for example, with the Folded Clos structure, where recurring complete rewirings of

the structure is inevitable during its growth (Sec. 3.1). Moreover, the length of these

additional links dr, i.e., the distance between end nodes of such links, is in a similar

range as the tessellation distance dt, thus keeping the localized nature of links that

enable simplified cabling management.

As a more general approach, the number of extra links can be upper bounded by

the number of polygons that are at the outermost layer of the tessellation. Using

the formalism and notations from the proof of Theorem 2, it can be easily seen that

the number of polygons at the perimeter equals jm, i.e., the number of joint nodes

at layer m when m ≥ 1. Now, if we consider Y ≈ Z − 2, then we may derive

jm ≈ n(k − 2)(Z − 2)m−1. If we compare jm to the total number of nodes |V | we get

jm
|V |
≈ (k − 2)((n− 2)(k − 2)− 3)

((n− 2)(k − 2)− 2)2
.

If we evaluate the equation above, the result converges quickly towards 0.25-0.35

when we increase m for the (n, k) tessellations I have used during the simulations

((3, 16), (5, 6), (10, 4)). This relative upper bound shows a conservative estimate of

the additional cost of building a balanced topology with the simple procedure detailed

in Algorithm 2.

However, the topology generation process could be modified to reduce the required

number of additional links. Instead of choosing a new node that is closest to the cen-

ter, we may expand the topology such that, before starting a new polygon, we strive

for always finishing the “open” polygon on the outermost layer of the tessellation. I

conjecture that, this way, we would always need at most only two additional links to

ensure greedy reachability. This method could be implemented in such a way that we

build the topology as balanced as it is possible, and reduce the possibility of capacity

bottlenecks arising in specific instances of its evolution. Finally, as it will be shown

in Sec. 3.3, in most cases, we will need to install these additional links to ensure

sufficient capacity in HTT.
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After investigating the topological scaling of my proposed interconnection net-

work, in the next section, we turn to analyzing the efficiency of its inherent commu-

nication property.

3.2.4 Stretch of Greedy Routing on HTT [Thesis 1.2]

Recall that the proposed HTT structure is embedded into a hyperbolic metric space

that supports efficient, low complexity greedy (geographic) routing (GR). The key

efficiency indicator of GR on a given topology is the ratio of the greedy path length

to the optimal path length, also known as stretch. In this section, I show that greedy

routing provides quasi-shortest paths on fully reachable HTT topologies. First, in the

following theorem, I show that GR always finds shortest paths in case of arbitrary

infinite hyperbolic tessellation topologies.

Theorem 3. [C3, J1] Assuming no network failures, greedy routing always finds

shortest paths between arbitrary node pairs in infinite HTT.

Proof. I prove this statement by mathematical induction. The statement is true for

paths of length l = 1, since neighboring destination nodes on the tessellation are

greedy next hops at the same time. Let us assume that greedy routing can always

find shortest paths between node pairs that are at most at l hops from each other.

I show that, from this assumption, we can deduce that greedy routing can also find

shortest paths between node pairs that are at most at l + 1 hops from each other.

Now, let us consider nodes u and v for which it is true that the length of the

shortest path between them is h(u, v) = l+ 1. We investigate both the first next hop

on the greedy path and the first next hop on the shortest path from node u towards

v. There are two mutually exclusive possible scenarios. In the first case, we assume

that the shortest path and the greedy path next hops are the same node, denoted

by t. Then, the length of the shortest path between t and v is h(t, v) = l, therefore,

greedy routing can find a shortest path from t to v. Moreover, the greedy path length

between u and v will be h(t, v) + 1 = l + 1, namely it will be equal to the length of

the shortest path between u and v.

In the second case, we assume that, from node u, the first greedy and first shortest

path next hops are two distinct nodes of the tessellation. Let us denote them by g

and s respectively, as it is shown on Fig. 3.5. Due to reflection symmetry of the
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Figure 3.5. The greedy path is at most as long as the shortest path.

tessellation, there is an axis of symmetry S, which maps s to g, and also separates9 s

and v. Hence, there exists at least one intersection i of the shortest path and S, and i

can coincide with a node, or it can be a midpoint of an edge. Let us first assume that

i corresponds to a node. Let’s reflect the shortest path between u and i with respect

to axis S. This mirror image will map to the same number of nodes as on the original

(u, i) path segment. So the sum of the length of the mirrored (u, i) path and the path

from i to v is exactly h(u, v) that is of length l + 1, therefore h(g, v) <= l. Since

by the triangle inequality h(u, g) + h(g, v) >= h(u, v), it follows that h(g, v) >= l,

so finally h(g, v) = l. By the initial assumption of the induction, greedy routing can

find a path of length l from g to v, thus it follows that greedy routing will find an

l + 1 long path from u to v.

Finally, we show indirectly, that the intersection i of the shortest path and S

cannot be node of graph. Let us assume that i corresponds to a midpoint of edge e,

then let us consider the node i′ on the edge that is closer to v. The original shortest

path in this case will cross S by going through e, while we let the mirror image path

end at i′, as it does not require to cross edge e. Thus, the sum of the mirror image

path and the path segment between i′ and v will be one hop less than the original

shortest path between u and v. This way we acquired a path between g and v that is

9This is simply because even the Euclidean distance between g and v is smaller than between s
and v, and hence, the greedy forwarding algorithm choses g as the next hop.
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shorter than l, which is in contradiction with our initial assumption that the length

of the shortest path between g and v is l.

Although the proof above holds for an infinite hyperbolic tessellation only, through

extensive simulations I found that greedy routing can almost always find shortest

paths on finite HTT topologies, therefore eventuating quasi the same values for aver-

age distance and average greedy distance on the simulated topologies. Typical results

of my simulations are shown in Table 3.2 in the next section, where I propose a

method to enhance the capacity of HTT.

3.3 Densified Hyperbolic Tessellation Topology

The basic HTT topology has low diameter, but it falls short of high throughput as the

central links of the topology may become heavily congested. To improve the bisection

bandwidth of HTT (and hence its throughput performance), we can add more links

between nodes of the topology. For analysis and evaluation purposes, I present a

simple heuristic algorithm, which produces more dense topologies by systematically

adding more links on top of the basic topology. The newly obtained topologies are

called densified hyperbolic tessellation topologies (DHTT).

3.3.1 Link Densification for High Performance (DHTT)

[Thesis 1.3]

As I mentioned above, we can add links to HTT heuristically in a simple manner,

described as follows. Take an (n, k) tessellation based HTT as a basic topology and

a radius r. Now, connect nodes whose respective distance in the hyperbolic space is

less than r. The Poincaré distance dt (Eq. 3.1) between neighbor nodes differs for

different (n, k) tessellations. If r is smaller than dt, then there will be no extra links

in the graph besides tessellation links and additional reachability links. If we increase

r, more and more links are added. To meet the realistic constraint that servers can

have a very limited number of ports compared to switches, I use different connection

radii rsw and rse in case of switches and servers, respectively. Thus, the connection

radius can be parametrized for switches and servers separately (Fig. 3.6). Also, the

number of available server ports is maximized (4 ports in (10, 4) and (5, 6), and 6
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Figure 3.6. Basic HTT (left) and improved DHTT topologies achieved by increasing
switch connection radius rsw (middle), and both switch and server radii rsw and rse
(right). Switches are represented by squares, and the circles are servers.

ports in the (3, 16) structure). I connect two switches if their distance is less than

rsw. In case of server-server and server-switch links, rse is used as a connection radius.

Using this method, link locality (i.e., links connect nodes that are close to each other

in the metric space) is preserved, which would moderate cabling costs in real world

scenarios. Also, note that its degree distribution resembles a heavy tail, so one can

expect that DHTT uses only a small number of large (and expensive) switches, as it

can be seen on Fig. 3.7. One can note a break in the middle of the distribution, which

is due to the lattice-like structure of the tessellation. There will be characteristic node

degrees in the structure because many node pairs will be at the same distance from

each other, and the connection rule produces similar numbers of links in these nodes.
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Figure 3.7. Cumulative degree distribution of different tessellation topologies. The
first break is due to the server port constraint, the second is a lattice-like effect.
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As an important property, I show that greedy routability is not compromised in

DHTT through link additions.

Theorem 4. Assuming no network failures, greedy routing always finds paths between

arbitrary node pairs in infinite DHTT.

Proof. I show this property preservation in general. Let G be a graph where there is

a greedy path between arbitrary node pairs. This means that there exists at least one

greedy path next hop at every node towards any destination node. Now let us add

new links arbitrarily to G to obtain G′. It is easily seen that each new link increases

the number of neighbors by one for each of its endpoints. Since there was at least one

greedy path next hop at every node towards any destination node, only by creating

new neighbors for the nodes, there will be at least one greedy path next hop at every

node towards any destination node in G′ as well.

The quantitative performance improvement of the densification process is pre-

sented in Table 3.2. The table presents how the characteristics of the topology is

enhanced by adding more and more links on top of basic 4000-server HTT topologies.

When an HTT structure is designed, the number of switches to use for a given number

of servers can be chosen. I analyzed various fat tree topologies, and found that the

usual value of switch to server ratio in fat trees is around 0.16, therefore I use this

value as well. For example, I install 640 switches in case of a 4000-server system. In

this case, the coordinate list is generated for at least 4640 nodes. Switches are placed

to the innermost possible node positions (closest to the center of the disk I tile), and

servers are placed to the rest of the locations. To evaluate my method, different basic

HTT topologies are densified through increasing the parameters rsw and rse, and the

results can be seen in Table 3.2.

Our primary topological metric besides diameter is bisection bandwidth (Sec. 2.3.2),

which is calculated for my topologies as follows. I define a random bisection on the

graph, i.e. we divide the nodes randomly into two equal sized parts. We need to

count the total bandwidth between the two parts. For this I consider the weight of

each link of the graph as 1. I add two additional nodes s and t to the graph. I connect

one of them with all the nodes contained in the first part of the cut. Also, I connect

the other node to every node in the other part. I set the weight of these new links

to 2000 so these links cannot be bottlenecks. I calculate the maximal flow between s
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Notation Description Notation Description

rsw switch connection radius rse server connection radius

|psw| total number of switch ports |pse| total number of server ports

k̂sw switch max. degree k̂se server max. degree

l̄ avg. path length l̄g avg. greedy path length

D diameter B bisection bandwidth

(n, k) Type rsw rse |psw| |pse| k̂sw k̂se l̄ l̄g D B

(3,16)

HTT 3.2 3.2 6700 12436 16 9 6.4339 6.4339 7 4709

DHTT 5.5 3.2 9988 12436 64 9 5.4857 5.4857 7 5563

DHTT 5.5 4.8 11252 18940 64 9 5.3190 5.3190 7 7468

(5,6)

HTT 2.1 2.1 3785 8515 6 5 10.0113 10.0113 12 3043

DHTT 4.4 2.1 9045 8515 48 5 6.5071 6.5073 9 4260

DHTT 4.4 3.3 11595 11885 48 5 5.6165 5.6166 9 6259

DHTT 4.6 3.3 13605 11885 72 5 5.3321 5.3323 9 6701

(10,4)

HTT 1.6 1.6 2520 6880 4 4 13.3033 13.3047 17 2501

DHTT 3.7 1.6 7810 6880 36 4 8.0920 8.0930 11 3752

DHTT 3.7 3.3 11910 13460 36 4 6.2270 6.3171 11 6471

Table 3.2. The effect of densification process on different (n, k) tessellations in case
of 4000-server topologies.

and t, as it equals the minimal cut corresponding to the partition of the nodes [39].

Since there is only a slight variation in the results, I repeat this process 10 times, and

consider the minimum value of the maximal flows as the bisection bandwidth of the

graph.

It can be seen from the results, that all tessellations can lead to high performance.

However low n, high k tessellations, such as (3, 16) achieves this with high max degree

(k̂sw and k̂se) and low diameter (D). For high n, low k tessellations, the system

presents with lower node degrees but higher diameter. There is a middle ground

in case of (5,6) tessellation, however, I note that the bisection bandwidth is slightly

lower than in case of the other two tessellations. This means that (5,6) needs more

densification to achieve the same performance, which increases its max degree to 72.

As my results show, there are many aspects of choosing the best tessellation for

a specified DC architecture given its network size, port number restrictions, budget,

etc. Note that my simple algorithm increases the average degree by large quanta,

but I emphasize that link additions can be done with arbitrary granularity, and using

diverse algorithms to make the best out of a fixed budget (see Sec. 4.1 for a realistic
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algorithm). Various finer-grained optimization methods (in terms of throughput, cost,

etc.) would further enhance DHTT’s overall performance, however such techniques

are not in the scope of this current work. In the next section, I evaluate my hyperbolic

structure by comparing DHTT to current DC topologies in terms of performance and

costs.

3.3.2 Topological Comparison with DC Interconnects

In the following, topological parameters of DHTT is compared to fat tree and BCube

topologies. I demonstrate that my system is comparable, and in some cases even

superior, to these currently used DC systems in terms of bisection bandwidth for the

same amount of switching costs. The costs of the systems are estimated by counting

all ports in the system. Current price trends indicate that the cost of switches can

be estimated as $100 per 1 Gbit/s ports. Also, a DC specific 1 Gbit/s server port is

also estimated as $100.

Table 3.3 presents properties of 4000-server DHTT topologies with corresponding

fat tree and BCube structures. A 4000-server DC topology can be built with the

BCube fabric in two ways. We can either build it with 2 levels of 16-port switches or

3 levels of 8-port switches. We see a difference between the two systems in terms of

costs and performance. A same size DC topology with the fat tree fabric is achievable

only with 28-port switches. This topology is between the two BCube variants in terms

of costs and topological performance, although I note that fat tree has lower and fixed

diameter. On the other hand, BCube offers link disjoint multipath capabilities for

the residing servers, while regular fat trees do not10.

One can see that DHTT is comparable to fat tree and BCube topologies in terms

of costs and bisection bandwidth while using less switches (S). Current technological

trends allow us to depend on larger switches11, as the price of such switches grows only

linearly12 with the number of their ports [77]. For example, Arista’s latest offerings

even allow for 384 ports per switch [2].

In the last row of Table 3.3, I demonstrate that DHTT can be easily augmented

with high capacity (10 Gbps) links. I put such high capacity links between the most

10Unless they are multihomed, the hosts connect to the structure through only one link.
11VL2 for example uses at least 40-port switches for a 4000-server DC topology.
12The price per port might even decrease with switch degrees up to a point.
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Notation Description Notation Description

S number of switches $ K switching costs in $ K

|p1G| number of 1 Gbps ports |p10G| number of 10 Gbps ports

DC Type S |E| |p1G| |p10G| $ K k̂sw k̂se D B

BCube (k=16, l=2) 762 12000 24000 0 2,400 16 3 8 5969

BCube (k=8, l=3) 2028 16000 32000 0 3,200 8 4 10 7866

fat tree (k = 28) 980 14976 29952 0 2,995 28 1 6 7376

DHTT (4, 10), rsw=3.7 640 12955 25910 0 2,591 36 4 11 6366

DHTT (4, 10), rsw=3.3 640 12140 22280 2000 2,628 24 4 11 10373

Table 3.3. Topological comparison of different DC topologies with 4000 servers.

inner switches of the topology core. I estimate the price of such ports as $250 [15].

We can see that, for about the same switching costs, we can enhance the bisection

bandwidth of the topology with the use of high capacity links, while lowering the total

number of links between switches. While this comparison looks unfair towards fat

tree and BCube, I note that those topologies cannot benefit from such performance

enhancements out of the box. BCube routing is highly specialized for the homoge-

neous hypercube structure. Fat tree needs other Layer 2 and Layer 3 extensions to

take advantage of such enhancements [49]. In Sec. 4.4, the effect of high capacity core

links is further analyzed through flow level traffic simulations.

3.4 Summary

The results so far demonstrate topological properties of the proposed basic HTT and

enhanced DHTT interconnection networks, in terms of incremental expandability

and routing performance. Data center architectures, however, must adhere to more

specific practical considerations. For this end, I present a more realistic growth algo-

rithm in the next chapter, which accommodates the configuration (e.g., port number,

interface speed, etc.) of commercially available switches and servers. Moreover, I

augment basic greedy routing to support multipath capabilities in HTT, and evalu-

ate the cost efficiency of my fully fledged hyperbolic DC architecture (Poincaré DC )

through real-world metrics.



Chapter 4

Thesis 2: Incrementally Expandable

Data Center Architecture [C3, J1]

In the previous chapter, I have constructed an incrementally expandable interconnec-

tion network based on hyperbolic tessellations. We observed advantageous topological

and navigational properties of the proposed hyperbolic tessellation topologies, which

enable arbitrary number of server additions, and eliminate the need for complete

rewiring during the expansion process. In this chapter, I define a practical implemen-

tation of the HTT structure (Sec. 3.2) to be suitable for building and operating real

world data center networks.

Definition 2.1. [C3, J1] Poincaré DC implements the HTT structure together with

its heuristic link densification extensions, and further extends it with practical expan-

sion rules and low complexity multipath routing algorithms.

Concretely, in Sec. 4.1, I show how the structure can be built when taking physi-

cal and operational aspects of real world DCs into consideration. Moreover, various

methods are also described for capacity provisioning in a cost optimized manner.

Sec. 4.2 proposes low complexity extensions to the original greedy routing algorithm

to support load balancing and fault tolerance on multiple paths, then multicast func-

tionality and addressing is discussed. The performance of Poincaré DC is thoroughly

evaluated through flow level traffic simulations in Sec. 4.4. I show in Sec. 4.5 that

Poincaré DC requires low upfront cost and it is cost efficient compared to an equal-

performance fat tree DC architecture. I discuss Poincaré DC ’s cabling complexity in

Sec. 4.6, and finally, I summarize results in Sec. 4.7.

49
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4.1 Incremental Expansion in Poincaré DC

[Thesis 2.1]

In state of the art DC networks, the underlying topology is a fixed rigid struc-

ture. When switches run out of free ports, structural expansion implies the complete

rewiring of the network (Sec. 3.1). In contrast, Poincaré DC is based on my incremen-

tally expandable HTT structure. Thus, it adopts an expansion and upgrade process

that affects only the immediate vicinity of newly connected servers or switches, i.e.,

the expansion process does not impact the data center core and its main operation.

When the topology of Poincaré DC is gradually increased, and a server runs out of

free ports, but we do not want to (or cannot) increase its port count, then this server

needs to be shifted towards the perimeter, and it needs to be replaced by a switch

with higher port count. Smaller switches can be also replaced and recycled on more

peripheral areas. In the following subsections, I detail the rules of Poincaré DC ’s

expansion process, and I also propose some guides for efficient capacity provisioning.

4.1.1 Constructing the Base HTT Topology

To build a Poincaré DC topology, first, we have to select an allowed (n, k) HTT. We

may choose the parameters n and k such that properties (e.g., diameter, max degree,

etc.) of the resulting topology best approaches our preferences. Then, we have to

take care of two main things during the physical construction of our network. First,

we need to ensure the correct allocation of coordinates of new servers in the system:

Rule 1. [J1] The next position, where a new node can be installed, is an unoccupied

place having the minimal distance from the center (0,0). (Ties are broken randomly.)

I refer back to Sec. 3.2.1, where we assume that the possible coordinates (x1, y1),

(x2, y2), . . . , (xN , yN) for the (n, k) tessellation is computed and stored in a list

denoted by L. Recall that coordinate list L is sorted according to the distance of the

location (xi, yi) from the center of the disk (0, 0) in increasing order. This complies

with Rule 1, and therefore, the expanding topology will be balanced.

Secondly, to exploit advantageous properties of the hyperbolic tessellation, our

main task is to carefully maintain the base HTT topology (Sec. 3.2) when growing a

Poincaré DC structure. This is formalized in Rule 2:
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Rule 2. [J1] After adding a new node to the topology, corresponding links of the base

HTT topology must be present in Poincaré DC.

Rule 2 basically means that if there is a link between nodes v1 and v2 in HTT, then

devices that are on the coordinates of v1 and v2 must be connected.

Now, we can formalize the upgrade process as follows. Let G(V,E) be a graph

representing the current topology of our Poincaré DC. Initially, G is empty. Let s

be a new server node, which we want to install into G. Similarly as in Sec. 3.2.1, we

define Pop(L) to be a function, which returns the first element (x, y) of the ordered

list L and removes (x, y) from L. Also, let us define a function EH,s = F (n, k, x, y),

which returns the set of links {s, v1}, {s, v2}, . . . , {s, vj} which must be included in

G to meet the requirement of Rule 2. Let pv denote the number of available ports in

server v. During the expansion process, we keep track of such servers in list Q, which

need to be shifted to the perimeter due to running out of their free ports. Then, the

procedure of growing a Poincaré DC structure is described in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Growth of a Poincaré DC network.

AddServer(G, s):
EH = ∅, Q = [s]
repeat

Let r = Pop(Q), insert server r to coordinates (x, y) = Pop(L) to meet Rule 1
Try installing links EH,s to meet Rule 2, EH = EH ∪ EH,s
for all server w, s.t. new links EH,s would increase its port requirement above pw do

Substitute server w with a switch, and Push server w to Q
end for

until Length(Q) > 0
Add links EH to G to meet Rule 2

Let |vsw| be the number of switches in G after inserting |vse| servers. One can see

that the switches will be on positions

(Pop(L), Pop(L), . . . , Pop(L)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|vsw| times

),

meaning that they are placed to the |vsw| innermost coordinates of the disk. The

severs are placed on the subsequent

(Pop(L), Pop(L), . . . , Pop(L)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|vse| times

)

coordinates.
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I demonstrate the build out method in the following simple example, shown in

Fig. 4.1. Let’s say, we build a DC structure based on the (5, 4) tessellation. We

generate the coordinate list with the method described in Sec. 3.2.1, which tells us

the possible logical places of devices, as shown on Fig. 4.1a with black points. Now, we

start installing physical devices by assigning them coordinates of possible locations.

Suppose, for simplicity, that we have common DC servers with 2 ports. We add one

server at a time by employing Rule 1, and by paying attention to install base topology

links to meet requirements of Rule 2. Since the servers’ port count is 2, we can deploy

at most 5 servers on the first level. As a result, we have a DC structure with 5 servers,

as shown on Fig. 4.1b. Note that the topology on Fig. 4.1b is consistent with Rule 2.

+

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.1. (a) Coordinates of empty locations in (5, 4) tessellation topology. (b) Ini-
tial topology with 5 severs. (c) Server is moved to an outer location and gets replaced
by a switch with higher port count, and thus, the structure can accommodate a new
server (+). (d) Snapshot of growth process with 5 switches and 10 servers.

The first non-trivial situation arises, if we want to install one more server. Clearly,

we can deploy the next new server, according to Rule 1, to the locations shown with

black dots on Fig. 4.1b. Recall that Rule 1 breaks ties randomly. However, if we

installed one more server anywhere among the possible places, the required port

count of the respective neighboring server would increase to 3, which contradicts our

assumption of the server port counts. Let us take out this neighboring server from

the structure and replace it with a switch that has a higher port count.1 Let the

port count of the switch be 4, which equals parameter k, that in turn satisfies the

trivial requirement that the port number of a switch must be equal or greater than k

(otherwise the tessellation cannot be constructed). Also, let us put back the removed

1It is possible that, to abide Rule 2, the newly installed server immediately needs to replaced by
a switch. However, by following Alg. 3, a server addition will always be successful, since the number
of possible locations with empty neighboring slots grows by each additional layer of the tessellation.
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server into the structure according to Rule 1, shown on Fig. 4.1c. If there are still

servers, whose port count would have to go higher than 2, then repeat this procedure

until all servers are installed into the topology. As a result, all servers will require only

2 ports. After the insertion of 4 more servers, the topology can be seen on Fig. 4.1d.

As I have described earlier, there are various kinds of tessellations. Topologies

based on different tessellations have differing topological parameters (e.g., diame-

ter, maximal degree, etc.). Along the presented analysis of topological properties

(Sec. 3.3), one can choose a suitable tessellation, which meets requirements of the

desired DC network. Then building the DC can be started from an arbitrary number

of servers and switches, and it can be gradually built out by adding more servers to

the perimeter. Note if we permit the servers to have k ports, then, in case of a (n, k)

tessellation, we can even build the entire structure with servers.

Coordinates of the devices can be computed in advance and stored in a directory

service to be used at new server or switch installment. An automatic coordinate

assignment protocol could also be implemented, which would tell newly installed de-

vices their new coordinates based on the coordinates of their neighbor nodes. Besides

this coordinate assignment, no extra configuration is needed to get a Poincaré DC

up and running.

In the next section, I show how to improve the throughput of the DC by putting

bigger and faster switches into the inner part of the topology.

4.1.2 Performance Upgrades

As resource demand is getting higher over time, performance of the Poincaré DC can

be structurally upgraded by installing more switching equipment into the network.

Larger switches can replace smaller switches in a plug-and-play manner, while servers

can be upgraded with extra network interfaces. Clearly, adding links to the inner part

of the topology can have larger impact. With a simple performance upgrade rule, we

can assure that a new bigger switch is deployed in an easy manner.

Rule 3. [J1] If a switch is replaced by a new switch with higher port count knsw,

the new switch has to be connected to those knsw closest nodes, which have available

free ports. (Note that base HTT links can be immediately reinstated, and by applying

Th. 4, such upgrades are conformant to Rule 2.)
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There is a possibility that the structure is currently in a state, when a new bigger

switch cannot be connected to other switches following Rule 3, as on Fig. 4.2a. In the

worst case, it can even happen that we cannot connect the new switch to any other

device because there are no available free ports that could be used for new links. This

step is then regarded as a necessary intermediary step during the upgrade process.

However, the next switch upgrade step will be surely successful, and the installation

of new switch-to-switch links will be possible, as it is shown on Fig. 4.2b. Note that

the switch that was replaced, can be reused at an outer location of the structure.

On the other hand, if we want to further enhance connectivity of a given server,

the fabric permits this. The only limiting factor is the number of available ports

in devices in the proximity of the server. Also, usual DC servers come with 2 or 4

built-in Ethernet ports, and they can be expanded with port extension cards. Current

technological trends show that a server can have as many as 10-12 ports.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2. (a) A 4-port switch is replaced by an 8-port switch to enhance server
connectivity, and thus, performance of the structure. (b) To enhance connectivity
among switches, we have to install at least another bigger switch. Orange links are
non-HTT links, these can be easily managed by following Rule 3.

Additional upgrade links, that are shown with orange color on Fig. 4.2, are not

HTT links. These links can be removed whenever a shorter link could be used as the

result of employing Rule 3. In case of ties in distances between upgraded devices,

such non-HTT links can be arbitrarily added or removed following Rule 3 to optimize

the overall performance. Note that my heuristic link densification algorithm (DHTT,

described in Sec. 3.3) can be readily implemented by this method. However, the

growth algorithm could be further optimized (in terms of throughput, cost, etc.) by

considering many physical constraints (e.g., server room footprint, rack placement,

power availability, air flow characteristics, etc.) to enhance Poincaré DC ’s overall

performance. These further extensions to the model are considered as future work.
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4.2 Greedy Routing Extensions

Routing in data centers requires to support various important DC specific functions,

e.g., multipath TCP and error tolerance. In this section, I present low complexity

routing algorithms for load balancing and failure tolerance in Poincaré DC. The

presented algorithms take advantage of the greedy forwarding paradigm by employing

simple local rules without requiring up-to-date global topology information. Later, I

show another simple augmentation of greedy routing to leverage structural properties

in case of multicasting. I close the section by showing how addressing is handled,

and what is the largest possible structure depending on the choice of standardized

floating point number representations.

4.2.1 Multipath Routing [Thesis 2.2]

The performance of multipath algorithms rely strongly on the number of edge disjoint

paths between node pairs. However, in original greedy routing (Sec. 3.2), a packet is

forwarded to the neighbor that is closest to the destination, which results in solely one

path. We can relax the greedy forwarding rule, such that a packet will be forwarded

to any neighbor that is closer to the destination than the current node on the path.

This slight modification of the forwarding rule facilitates multiple greedy routable

paths between node pairs, but still assures forwarding loop avoidance. First, I show

a numerical upper bound of the number of disjoint greedy routable paths on example

HTT topologies when the original forwarding rule is relaxed. Next, I show a simple

algorithm for load balancing, which can take advantage of multiple greedy routable

paths. Note that failure handling and multicast routing algorithms (shown later in

Sec. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3) leverage the greedy forwarding relaxing method as well.

Disjoint Greedy Routable Paths

To measure how many greedy routable disjoint paths exist between pairs of nodes

in an HTT tessellation topology G(V,E), I generate a directed subgraph Gd from

G (I substitute each undirected link with directed links in both directions) for every

destination d ∈ V . In Gd, a link pointing from u to v exists, only if u and v are

connected in G and d(u, d) > d(v, d). This means that, while following the directed
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Topology (1000 nodes)
Server ports Greedy disjoint paths

avg. max. avg. max.

(4, 10) DHTT, rsw=3.3, rse=3.3 3.371 4 2.138 4

(4, 10) DHTT, rsw=3.7, rse=3.3 3.663 4 2.569 4

Fat tree 1 1 (1) (1)

Dual-homed fat tree 2 2 (2) (2)

BCube l + 1 l + 1 (l + 1) (l + 1)

Table 4.1. Link disjoint paths accessible by greedy routing. Values in parentheses rep-
resent the respective number of disjoint paths that are accessible by these structures’
routing protocols.

links in Gd, we always converge to d. All link capacities are set to 1, and the maximal

flow from an arbitrary node s to d is calculated on Gd. Applying the Max-flow min-

cut theorem, I get the exact number of link-disjoint greedy routable multiple paths

between s and d in G. Table 4.1 shows the outcome of this calculation averaged for all

source-destination pairs in 1000 node DHTT based Poincaré DC topologies. After

only moderate topology upgrades, on average 2, maximally 4 greedy routable link

disjoint paths are present in my simulated topologies. For easier positioning of the

results, I note corresponding values for fat tree, dual-homed fat tree [78], and BCube

structures.

Load Balancing

For load-balancing purposes, we can use the following simple distributed multipath

algorithm: for a new incoming flow, choose the least-loaded outgoing link (this can be

implemented by querrying simple flow counters) through which the packets can reach

the destination on a greedy path. Algorithm 4 details the load balancing process

proposed for Poincaré DC. The simple greedy multipath extension algorithm is not

always able to generate edge disjoint paths on-demand. This can be regarded as a

trade-off for the minimal overhead requirement of the routing algorithm.

4.2.2 Failure Tolerance [Thesis 2.2 cont.]

Greedy routing provides a fairly natural way of tolerating failures. Consider the

scenario on Fig. 4.3, where server 1 sends traffic to server 2. We can compute the
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Algorithm 4 Greedy Load Balancing.

GreedyLoadBalancing(current node u, destination node t):
C = link neighbors i of node u, where d(i, t) < d(u, t)
for all j ∈ C do

weight w[j] = current number of flows on link {u, j}
end for
next hop = j such that w[j] is minimal among j ∈ C
ForwardPacket(next hop)

greedy path from the coordinates as server 1 – switch 1 – switch 2 – server 2. If,

for example, the link between switch 1 and 2 goes down, as indicated in the figure,

switch 1 notices the failure, and for the next packet received from server 1 the greedy

calculation gives switch 4 as the next hop. Hence, routing in Poincaré DC avoids

a failed link without any global failure propagation and route recomputation, and it

requires time only for the detection of the failure.

Server 2
(0.375, 0.607)

Switch 4
(0.397, 0)

Switch 3
(0, -0.397)

Switch 1
(-0.397, 0)

Switch 2
(0, 0.397)

Server 1
(-0.375, -0.607)

Link failure

Original greedy path

New greedy path

Figure 4.3. Fault tolerance of greedy routing on a (4, 5) tessellation based Poincaré
DC topology.

In case of link failures, it can occur that greedy routing fails (i.e., gets stuck in

a local minimum), however, there would be available non-greedy paths. Later in

Sec. 4.4.3, it is shown that the probability of such events to happen in a Poincaré DC

is very low, compared to e.g., the disconnection probability of servers from the fat

tree topology in case of link failures. Moreover, we can exploit the path diversity of

Poincaré DC to reduce the probability of greedy failures by considering the following

algorithm.
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When a source node fails to find its destination with default greedy routing, it can

assign a random trajectory “bias” (α) to the next packet, and retry the transmission.

An intermediate node u uses this bias to assign weights dαi to its neighbors i, for which

d(i, t) < d(u, t). The weights are based on the distances di = d(i, t) to destination

t, and u picks a neighbor with greater probability that has larger weight. We can

easily construct such a probability distribution, and pick a neighbor with probability

p(j) = dαj /
∑#neighbors

i dαi . By setting α to a large negative value, the algorithm always

favors the shortest greedy path. On the other hand, if α is set to a high positive value,

the traversed routes will be distributed among the many greedy routable paths, thus

potentially avoiding the local minimum. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 5,

while the effect of α parameter values on the greedy paths is shown on Fig. 4.4.

Algorithm 5 Greedy Failure Handling.

GreedyFailureHandling(current node u, destination node t, α):
C = link neighbors i of node u, where d(i, t) < d(u, t)
for all j ∈ C do
w[j] = d(j, t)α

end for
next hop = Random(p(j) = w[j]∑

i∈C w[i]
)

ForwardPacket(next hop)

α

Hopcount

(3,16)
(5,6)
(10,4)
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(b)
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Figure 4.4. Path distribution (a) in case of single path where α = -100, and (b) for
multiple paths where α = 1. (c) Hopcount for different α values.

To completely eliminate the possibility of getting stuck in local minima, one can

use recent improvements of greedy routing [45] [36], however, such techniques no-

tably increase routing complexity. Moreover, redundant storage and application-level

solutions can mitigate the effects of failures [46] in Poincaré DC as well.
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4.2.3 Multicast Routing

In this section, I show how Poincaré DC can handle multicast traffic within the

structure. For small multicast groups, Poincaré DC implements explicit multicasting

similarly to Xcast (explicit multi-unicast) [74]. Xcast is a very simple multicast

mechanism, which works as follows: let l be a list of destinations that a packet should

be delivered to, and let this list be contained in the packet header. When a multicast

packet arrives to a node, l is extracted from the header, and the shortest next hops

next(x) for ∀x ∈ l are calculated. If for some u1, u2 . . . uk ∈ l, next(u1) = next(u2) =

· · · = next(uk) = n, instead of submitting k packets to n, it is enough to send just

one multicast packet having a modified list l′ = {u1, u2 . . . uk} in its header. Note

that next(x) is uniquely determined by shortest path routing.

In case of Poincaré DC, the situation is a bit different, and it gives more space for

optimization. This is because in Poincaré DC we can use any of the available greedy

next hops. Let c be the node, which receives a multicast packet containing list l.

In this case, next(x) turns into a set of next hops: next(x) = {u | (d(u, x) < d(c, x)}.
Putting it differently, as opposed to Xcast where next(x) is a unique node, in Poincaré

DC, we have a set of next hops for each x ∈ l. So, node c at this point has sets next(x)

for ∀x ∈ l. It is easy to see that if node c calculates the minimal set of next hops

n1, n2 . . . nk covering2 all sets in next(x), ∀x ∈ l, then the number of outgoing packets

is clearly minimized.

Since solving the optimal set cover problem is NP hard, my implementation em-

ploys a greedy heuristic to approximate its solution. This means that for a packet with

list l in its header, we pick node u from the neighbors of c, which is the greedy path

next hop for most of the destinations in l. Now, remove these nodes from l, which are

covered by the next hop u, and repeat the process until l becomes empty. A detailed

description of my greedy multicast algorithm is presented in Algorithm 6. I show

different path selection results on Fig. 4.5 for a source and a two-member destination

group in case of Xcast (left) and greedy multicast (right). In case of regular Xcast,

the forwarding path is split after one hop, because the packets are sent on the shortest

path from the first hop to the two destinations. It can be seen that in case of greedy

multicast, the packet is sent on a common path to both destinations as long as there

2A node n covers a set s if n ∈ s.
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Algorithm 6 Greedy multicast routing algorithm.

l = list of destinations, forwardingSet = {}
while l != {} do
∀x ∈ l : calculate next(x)
u = argmaxv( | {x ∈ l | v ∈ next(x)} | )
forwardingSet = forwardingSet ∪ u
l = l \ {x ∈ l |u ∈ next(x)}

end while
ForwardPacket(forwardingSet)

Figure 4.5. Multicast modes: Xcast (left) and my greedy multicast algorithm (right).
The plot shows links in blue which are used for forwarding multicast traffic.

is a common greedy routable link, hence saving link capacity. To speed up multicast

forwarding in a working DC environment, the solution can make use of an imple-

mentation of the greedy heuristic set-cover function in NetFPGA architectures [23].

In current data center architectures, large multicast groups are usually supported

by introducing state to the switching fabric. Note that the metric structure of

Poincaré DC permits addressing larger groups by defining a destination and an offset

in the hyperbolic space. This type of addressing can designate servers, whose distance

from the destination is less than the offset value, thereby succinctly addressing larger

network segments. I leave the implementation of such multicast solutions for future

work.
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4.3 Addressing

Poincaré DC uses hyperbolic coordinates as the addresses of servers and switches.

We need to make sure that two arbitrary nodes can be surely distinguished by their

coordinates. These are real numbers, which can be represented in the floating point

number representation. I computed, according to the IEEE Standard for Floating-

Point Arithmetic [16], how many nodes can be safely assigned distinct coordinates in

a given tessellation structure based on the tessellation distance dt and the exponential

scaling of nodes (Sec 3.2.2). Table 4.2 shows sizes of different tessellation topologies

that can be surely accommodated by the common number representations. For ex-

ample, if we use the binary64 format to store one coordinate, that means we use 64

bits. From these 64 bits, 52 is used to represent the significant bits of the number.

This lets us to use 5.77× 1012 nodes with distinct coordinates in the (10,4) HTT.

Type Significant bits (10,4) (5,6) (3,16)

binary32 23 506000 805000 85700
binary64 52 5.77× 1012 1.57× 1013 4.14× 1011

binary128 112 4.99× 1025 5.42× 1026 9.64× 1024

Table 4.2. Size of the topology supported by the different sized floating point number
representation for the different tessellation structures.

One may note that the routing distance calculation formula (Eq. 3.1) involves

many floating point operations, which may produce rounding errors, and this should

be considered in the number of allowed coordinates given a specific floating point

number representation. Although there is a theoretical possibility of such errors, I

have not encountered any of them during my simulations. This might be due to

the fact that I have used binary64 double variables in my implementation, but I

only simulated nodes in the order of thousands, which is many orders of magnitude

less then the calculated maximal possible nodes for the used number representation

format. Note that the rounding errors could be easily inspected numerically in a real

system, however, the exact calculation of maximum possible nodes considering these

errors remains an open question.

During the design of my architecture, I tried to keep the control plane as simple as

possible. By using greedy routing, most of the control plane functions can be omitted.

However, we still have to consider the distribution and maintenance of node addresses.
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Addressing in Poincaré DC, i.e., mapping hostnames to hyperbolic coordinates, is

proposed as the following. In case of small data centers, a central directory could

hold hostname-to-coordinate mappings for all servers, from which servers could look

up and cache the coordinates of destinations. In case of large data centers, where a

central directory would be unfeasible, the directory service could be implemented in a

distributed hash table (DHT) shared among the servers. Whenever a server is moved

to a new coordinate, it can update its address in the DHT. Servers could also cache

currently used destination addresses. Similarly to my solution, both DCell [51] and

BCube [50] use 32-bit specific host addresses based on the position of servers in their

respective structure, which are mapped to IP addresses for applications. Portland

[72] uses a central Fabric Manager that assigns pseudo MAC addresses for hosts

based on their locations in the structure, and forwards packets based on these layer-2

addresses. VL2 [49] also uses a centralized and replicated directory service which

resolves application specific addresses used by services to location specific addresses

that are used for routing.

I emphasize that the control plane in Poincaré DC does not require topology in-

formation to be distributed and constantly updated, only nodes have to know the co-

ordinates of their direct neighbors. Also, note that all traditional control plane issues

(path computation, guaranteeing loop-freeness, failure localization, re-convergence

from failures, avoidance of route oscillations, etc.), usually implemented as a routing

protocol, can be completely omitted when greedy routing is used. I strongly believe

that getting rid of such complex tasks has made the control plane much simpler.

4.4 Routing Performance Evaluation [Thesis 2.3]

In this section, I turn to analyzing Poincaré DC ’s performance according to through-

put metrics defined in Sec. 2.3.3. First, I describe the simulation environment and

present general performance comparison of Poincaré DC and fat tree. Next, the re-

sults of multipath and multicast performance simulations are provided, while I also

analyze the fault tolerance of the architecture.
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4.4.1 Throughput Performance

Traffic Simulator

To evaluate the systems’ throughput, I have implemented a simple flow-level traffic

simulator in C++, adapted from [35]. I simulate both the original fat tree [21] and

also greedy routing on the respective generated topologies while varying structural

parameters.

First, I generate a traffic matrix (Sec. 2.3.3) for the simulated topology, which

contains a description of the flows for the simulation. The routing function then

computes the path based on the source and destination node corresponding to each

flow. This is done for all flows, and then it is summed, how many flows use one link.

I set the bandwidth of each link in the topology to a defined value (1 or 10 Gbps). If

we assume fair sharing of bandwidth resources among concurrent flows on the same

link, we can determine how much capacity each flow will use. The simulator is paced

to advance data transfer corresponding to each flow in milliseconds. A flow is active,

until the amount of its data is not fully transferred. I define the aggregate throughput

of the systems as the total transferred data divided by the completion time of flows

(Sec. 2.3.3). The simulation results are averaged over 10 simulation runs.

Permutation Traffic Performance

I adapt a permutation traffic matrix from [78] to quantitatively compare overall

throughput of fat tree (being widely adopted and researched, see Sec. 2.2.3) and

Poincaré DC. The compared topologies contain 4000 servers with varying number of

switches. In each case, every host sends 10 MB data to another host, and no host

receives more than one flow. This traffic matrix represents a scenario, where virtual

machines that exchange data can be located anywhere in the network (Sec. 2.3.3).

Notation Description Notation Description

|psw,10G| num. of 10 Gbps switch ports
∑

T total aggregate throughput (Gbps)

|psw,1G| num. of 1 Gbps switch ports T̄se avg. per server throughput (Gbps)

|pse,1G| num. of 1 Gbps server ports t runtime of total data transfer (ms)

Table 4.3 shows the results of the traffic simulation. In case of Poincaré DC, it

can be seen that there is a trade-off between the number of switch ports and the
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Topology rsw / rse S |psw,10G| |psw,1G| |pse,1G| K$
∑
T T̄se t

(4, 10) DHTT 3.3 / 3.3 640 2400 8048 13510 2755.8 239.91 0.143 1334.67

(4, 10) DHTT 4.3 / 3.3 640 4700 9898 13510 3515.8 494.47 0.280 649.33

(4, 10) DHTT 4.6 / 3.3 640 7000 8878 13510 3988.8 558.77 0.364 573.17

fat tree (k = 28) 980 0 25952 4000 2995.2 471.91 0.265 680.5

fat tree (k = 32) 1280 0 36768 4000 4076.8 473.97 0.265 680.17

Table 4.3. Throughput comparison of 4000 server Poincaré DC and fat tree DCs
with different topology parameters.

incurred aggregate throughput. The more dense the topology is, the higher aggregate

throughput it can achieve. Furthermore, the performance of my system is enhanced

by high capacity links in the core. The table shows three cases for Poincaré DC ;

the first is a budget-friendly topology with few switch ports and few high capacity

links. The second row shows a configuration equivalent to a similarly sized fat tree

DC in terms of throughput performance. Finally, I show an enhanced configuration

with a higher switch port count and slightly more high capacity links. I also indicate

the throughput results for different fat tree configurations. Although the latter two

configurations represent a notably different cost (see Sec. 4.5), they perform similarly

to each other. I compare the switching cost of the structures similarly as I did in

Sec. 4.1.2. Poincaré DC achieves higher performance as fat tree in case of 4000

server structures for only slightly higher switching costs.

Traffic Distribution

Fig. 4.6 shows a fat tree topology and a (5, 4) tessellation having 15 servers and

similar topological parameters (average degree, average path length). In the figure,

I plotted the traffic heat map of an all-to-all traffic scenario (every node sends one

unit of traffic to all other nodes). It can be seen that HTT’s routing can effectively

utilize the “side” links to exchange traffic between “regions” of a tessellation without

affecting the core. This property helps us to start building from a fixed sized core,

and implement incremental server and performance upgrades. Remember, in fat tree,

the core size varies when we upgrade to larger core switches. Moreover, the figure

shows that links towards the edge are more congested in case of fat tree that in case

of Poincaré DC.
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Figure 4.6. Link traffic distribution in case of all-to-all traffic in a fat tree (left) and
a tessellation structure (right). The squares are switches and the circles are severs.

In Fig. 4.7, I show the distribution of traffic flowing through links for a 1000-node

tessellation topology. The figures show that if the topology is more dense, then traffic

in the middle is distributed more evenly across all core links.

Figure 4.7. Link traffic distribution in sparse (rsw = 3.3, rse = 3.3) and medium
(rsw=3.5, rse=3.5) (4,10) DHTT topologies.

Forwarding Burden of Servers

In a Poincaré DC, server nodes are also actively participating in routing to ensure

greedy routing correctness throughout the network. Forwarding burden of a server

is defined as the total number of flows that are routed through a server, other than

the flows that are initiated or terminated at the given server. Table 4.4 demonstrates
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how many external flows need to be routed through end hosts in an all-to-all commu-

nication pattern. Numbers in the table are the average of forwarding burden for all

servers in the given network. In a simple fat tree system, servers do not participate

in the routing fabric. BCube heavily uses servers’ switching resources for global rout-

ing. The forwarding burden metric was calculated for a 4096 server BCube system.

Contrarily to server-based routing in BCube, Poincaré DC imposes only a small for-

warding burden, which can be easily managed by hosts without additional dedicated

CPU resources.

DC type Avg. # of external flows on servers

Fat tree 0
BCube 13299
(4,10) DHTT (rsw=4.3, rse=3.3) 1386

Table 4.4. Average forwarding burden on servers for the all-to-all communication
pattern on 4096 server topologies.

4.4.2 Load Balancing Performance

The simple greedy multipath extension algorithm (Sec. 4.2.1) is not always able to

generate edge disjoint paths on-demand. This can be regarded as a trade-off for the

minimal overhead requirement of the routing algorithm. I demonstrate, however, that

the algorithm proves to be a practical and efficient load balancing approach. Table

4.5 shows throughput simulation results of the multipath routing algorithm. I use the

same Poincaré DC topology as in the second row of Table 4.3. I choose random pairs

of servers in 4000 server topologies, and send 100 different flows of 1MB data from

the same source to the same destination. Results are averaged over 1000 different

source-destination pairs. In contrast to fat tree, where the bottleneck is the access

link speed of the server, Poincaré DC leverages multiple disjoint paths between source

and destination servers. Note that Poincaré DC routing could be also augmented

with multipath congestion control algorithm for further improvement, while smart

flow management is left as an open area of research.
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Topology Avg. Multi. Throughput Var Min. Max.

Poincaré DC fat tree equiv. 1527.41 406.43 1000 2898.55
fat tree (k = 32) 1000 0 1000 1000

Table 4.5. Comparison of multipath throughput capability of 4000 server fat tree and
Poincaré DC systems (Mbps).

4.4.3 Effects of Structural Failures on Greedy Search

In the following, I show how Poincaré DC copes with random link failures. Fig. 4.8a

shows that the resilience of the architecture is remarkable in case of realistic link

failure rates [49]. I simulate random link failure events in the topology (4000 servers,

rsw=4.3, rse=3.3) and measure the overall success ratio of greedy routing for 50000

source-destination pairs. The plot also shows the failure handling feature of the

modified greedy search algorithm (Sec. 4.2.2), retrying to find a path for a maximum

of 10 times. To compare the results to fat tree based topologies, I also plot the ratio

of host pairs remaining connected in these structures at the presence of link failures,

which is an upper bound on the success rate.

As I already discussed, my algorithms use the strictest version of greedy search,

which fails in a local minimum. However, numerous improvements have been proposed

recently to enhance greedy routing [45, 36], which could be readily applied in Poincaré

DC to further improve failure resilience. Also, redundant storage and application-

level solutions can mitigate the effects of failures [46].

4.4.4 Multicast Performance

Efficiency of the greedy multicast algorithm (Sec. 4.2.3) is compared to Xcast in

Fig. 4.8b. The plot shows the ratio of overall link loads when routing flows to the

same set of destinations in case of Xcast and greedy multicast working modes. A

factor of 1.1 means that 10% less total link capacity is used by greedy multicast when

sending to the same destinations.
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Figure 4.8. (a) Greedy search and fat tree search success ratio versus random link
failure rates. (b) Multicast algorithm efficiency compared to Xcast.

4.5 Cost Evaluation [Thesis 2.3 cont.]

As it was previously shown in Sec. 4.1, Poincaré DC is well-suited for starting small

and expanding incrementally. Initially, a Poincaré DC can be constructed of any rea-

sonable number of servers and switches with low port counts. This flexibility enables

start-ups and other budget-conscious companies to restrict their initial investment

(eventuating low CapEx costs).

4.5.1 Cost Model

To put Poincaré DC in a cost perspective, I performed a cost comparison with the

fat tree design. My cost model is based on [77] using regular 1 Gbps ($100) and high

capacity 10 Gbps ($250) switch ports, and also 1 Gbps server ports ($100) as the

main cost elements. Cost of cabling is also taken into account. Based on the number

of servers, I can estimate how many racks we need for a specific system. I consider

10% of all cables as inter-rack cables ($50 each) and the rest as intra-rack cables ($10

each). I assume cable installation cost of $6.25 per inter-rack cable, and $2.5 for short

cables as in [71].
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4.5.2 Cost Comparison Results

Suppose that a start-up wants to build a private DC based on the fat tree structure,

starting with 500 servers. I considered two scenarios: a) minimum entry cost and

b) easily upgradable system for the foreseeable future with a larger initial CapEx.

I assume that upgrades are incremental and continuous over time. Fig. 4.9 shows

the total switching cost of the DC while expanding from 500 to 8200 servers. It is

shown that by starting with a small sized dual homed fat tree topology (k = 16), the

incurred entry cost is low. However, when reaching maximal tree size (1024 servers),

the DC requires a structural reconfiguration that involves replacing every switch in

the system. This means that the next upgrade could cost the same as the whole

system did until this point. On the other hand, a larger initial fat tree could pose

prohibitive entry costs for a small company, as high as double or triple of the smaller,

but equal performance structure. Moreover, this larger fat tree would, in time, also

reach its maximum structural limit (note the jump after 8000 servers).
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of total cost for fat tree and Poincaré DCs while adding
servers incrementally.

I compare the two systems such that I generated fat tree topologies with 500, 1000,

2000, . . . , 8000, 8200 servers. The throughput was measured on these topologies as

described in Sec. 4.4. Then, Poincaré DC topologies with the same number of servers
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were generated and the parameters of the system were manually adjusted in every

network size instance, so that the throughput would be the same as in case of the

corresponding sized fat tree topologies. The cost of the two systems were calculated

and interpolated. The results can be seen on Fig. 4.9.

The two lines corresponding to Poincaré DC show the minimum amount of money

needed to build a working system (lower bound, marked with plus signs), and more

importantly, a system that is equivalent to a fat tree system in terms of throughput

(marked with triangles). In the first case the initial DC has a very low entry cost, and

it can be smoothly upgraded in small increments. In the second case, the Poincaré

DC, that achieves the same throughput as fat tree, can be built with lower entry

cost and stays cheaper than or at worst comparable to its fat tree counterpart. By

considering the time value of money, Poincaré DC shows to be more cost efficient

compared to the fat tree structure.

4.6 Discussion on Cabling Complexity

A practical and economical requirement of data center designs is to exhibit reasonable

cabling complexity. Poincaré DC achieves that by implementing local links, since it

connects nodes that are close in the hyperbolic space. If I use an (n, k) tessellation as

a minimum topology, the following arrangement hints at low cabling complexity. Let

us form k rows of racks each containing one top level ti switch and the servers and

switches to whom ti is the closest among the n top level switches. In this case, most

of the cables reside in one row since it can be shown that only O(log n) edges are

“cross-row” links, and hence easier to implement an efficient cabling structure [71].

Similarly, placing servers and switches into racks based on space proximity should

result in a moderate cabling burden.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, I further developed my concept of an incrementally expandable,

hyperbolic tessellation based data center. Building on the theoretical foundations

laid down in Chapter 3, I defined a practical implementation of the HTT structure,

called Poincaré DC, to be suitable for incrementally building and easily operating
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real world data center networks. I showed how the architecture can be efficiently

built out by following some simple rules, thus avoiding the need for complete rewiring

along the expansion process. Moreover, I proposed low complexity extensions to the

original greedy routing algorithm to support load balancing and fault tolerance on

multiple paths. I have shown through flow level traffic simulations that the algorithms

achieve similar or better performance than a fat tree counterpart, while Poincaré

DC requires low upfront and similar overall costs as a fat tree structure. Finally,

I described an initial prototype of a small working Poincaré DC architecture, and

validated its performance aspects in terms of throughput and fault tolerance. In

summary, a Poincaré DC can be a favorable alternative to the currently widespread

fat tree architecture for budget constrained companies or organizations, for which

high upfront costs and the looming of inescapable forklift upgrades are prohibitive

when planning new DC deployments.
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Chapter 5

Thesis 3: Cabling Reduction in

Data Center Networks [C1, C2]

Management of cabling in data centers (DCs) is a difficult task [17]. Large scale data

centers can have hundreds of kilometers of cables deployed, and appropriate cabling

management can minimize downtime, maximize space use, and reduce operational

costs [31]. Data center operators, however, must take extra caution as moves, addi-

tions, and changes in the cabling structure may result in pulled connectors or even

broken links. For these reasons, reconciling data center performance efficiency with

cabling management has been challenging.

A practical alternative to the popular fat tree DC architecture is the flattened

butterfly (FBFly) structure made possible by current high radix switches [61]. It

maintains similar performance at lower cost by using fewer networking equipment

and more complex (i.e., adaptive) routing [61, 18]. Since the dominant factor in the

FBFly cost is determined by the cost of long inter-rack cables, there are proposals for

architectural modifications of its structure to reduce the cabling complexity. This is

achieved by trading off the high number of long inter-rack cables for further increased

control plane complexity [20, 62]. Based on these considerations, my design choices

for a data center implementing efficient cabling can be summarized as the following:

• The system should eliminate the need to dynamically control optical devices.

• The system should employ commercially available electrical switches and optical

equipment.
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• The system should support data center specific performance requirements.

• The system should minimize the amount of switching devices and cabling.

In this chapter, I show that the cabling complexity in FBFly structures can be

reduced by an order of magnitude without trading off an increase in the control plane

complexity. The key idea behind my proposal is the transformation of the k (k−1)/2

long inter-rack cables, within each dimension of the k-ary n-flat FBFly topology,

into a “pseudo”-full mesh consisting of just k shorter cables. Concretely, this trans-

formation is achieved by replacing the grey transceivers in the switches with dense

wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM, or colored) transceivers. Furthermore, an

optical arrayed waveguide grating router (AWGR [58]) is connected to all colored

transceivers through a layer of multiplexers and demultiplexers on each end. The

resulting structure is an optical star network with the AWGR in the center, which

implements a logical full mesh on the star topology by resolving the contention of

signals in the wavelength domain. From the switches point of view, this star topology

is logically a fully meshed network, which I refer to as a “pseudo”-full mesh structure,

whereas the resulting complete topology is referred to as a colored-FBFly or simply

C-FBFly.

I point out that my cabling complexity reduction is achieved without increasing

the total cable length, but on the contrary. By accounting for both the (cabling)

cost reduction and additional expenses imposed by C-FBFly, I show that the overall

capital optical cabling expenditures in large DCs can be smaller than in the original

FBFly.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Sec. 5.1 describes the proposed

pseudo-fully meshed DC structure (i.e., C-FBFly). Sec. 5.2 discusses the floor space

model from [61] and an estimation method for the average inter-rack cable lengths.

Sec. 5.3 defines the optical cabling and cost model for both FBFly and C-FBFly.

The cabling complexity reduction of C-FBFly and cost efficiency numerical results

are presented in Sec. 5.4. Sec. 5.5 discusses my findings in light of recent optical data

center proposals, and finally, Sec. 5.6 concludes the chapter.
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5.1 Colored Flattened Butterfly (C-FBFly)

In this section, I compute the number of underlying full meshes in FBFly (Sec. 2.2.3),

which is needed to define the proposed C-FBFly thereafter. Then, I argue on C-

FBFly’s feasibility by addressing inherent practical considerations.

5.1.1 Full Meshes in Flattened Butterfly (FBFly)

The FBFly is very similar to a torus network, where the switches are connected

to each other in a ring structure along each dimension. The key difference from a

torus is that the switches are connected by a full mesh along every dimension. For

example, a 3-ary 2-flat topology consists of three switches connected into a full mesh,

each switch having three terminal nodes connected to it. Note that the switches are

connected to each other by full meshes along n − 1 dimensions. In case of a 3-ary

2-flat, there is only one full mesh. Now consider a k-ary n-flat flattened butterfly as a

graph G(V,E), where V denotes the switches, and E denotes the unidirectional links

between switches (I omit the terminal nodes and their connections to the switches).

The number of full mesh subgraphs in G is denoted by |Gfm,k,n| and can be computed

as

|Gfm,k,n| =
|E|
|Efm|

= kn−2(n− 1), (5.1)

where |Efm| denotes the number of links in one full mesh. For example, Fig. 5.1a

illustrates a 3-ary 3-flat topology, which contains |Gfm,k,n| = 6 full meshes.

5.1.2 Creating Pseudo-full Mesh with AWGR

The main idea of the proposed C-FBFly is to substitute each of the previously com-

puted full meshes by an optical pseudo-full mesh, similarly as in [60]. This transfor-

mation is achieved using a M ×M AWG (aka. AWGR, short for arrayed waveguide

grating router). This is a passive data-rate independent optical device that routes

each wavelength of an input port to a different output port in a cyclic way: wavelength

λ of input i is routed to output

[(i+ λ− 2) mod M)] + 1, 1 ≤ i ≤M, 1 ≤ λ ≤ Λ, (5.2)
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where M is the number of input and output ports of the device and Λ is the to-

tal number of wavelengths [58]. The cyclic wavelength routing characteristics of the

AWGR implements contention resolution in the wavelength domain, allowing for dif-

ferent input signals to reach the same output in parallel. In other words, an optical

star network is being formed with the AWGR in the center which enables full con-

nectivity [29]. I refer to this star structure as a “pseudo”-full mesh (C-FBFly).

At a high level, C-FBFly consists of k inter-rack fiber pairs instead of k(k − 1)/2

inter-rack cables, as in the full mesh. Moreover, the same level of connectivity is

guaranteed without an apparent bottleneck imposed by the AWGR. Practically, the

switches use the same amount of ports as in FBFly’s full meshes. The key difference

is that the regular (grey) optical transceivers in FBFly (as proposed in [18]) are ex-

changed for DWDM capable (or also known as colored) transceivers. Such colored

transceivers are commonly used in long reach telecommunication networks to take

advantage of wavelength division multiplexing. In my case, I point out that while a

grey optical device can only transmit and receive signals on a single standard wave-

length, a DWDM transceiver can be set to any wavelength of the standardized ITU-T

wavelength grid [12]; for this reason, the contention can be resolved in the wavelength

domain and thus the AWGR is not a bottleneck.
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Figure 5.1. a) Original 3-ary 3-flat flattened butterfly (FBFly). b) One of the original
FBFly full mesh is transformed into an optical pseudo-full mesh; here, switch s2
transmits to and receives from s1 through transceiver a2,1 on wavelengths λ3 and λ2,
respectively. Wavelength λ1 is looped back by the AWGR (Eq. 5.2) from im to om,
1 ≤ m ≤M , so it is not used for transmission.
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Let us next describe C-FBFly from a cabling perspective (see Fig. 5.1b). Each

transceiver a of a switch s is set to transmit on a particular wavelength such that the

AWGR routes its signal to the appropriate destination switch given in Eq. 5.2, which

is the switch t connected to s through port a in one of the original FBFly full meshes.

The output fibers of the ports of switch s are optically multiplexed in the wavelength

domain onto one fiber, which is then connected to the ith input port of the AWGR.

Also, the ith output port of the AWGR is connected to a demultiplexer d with a

single fiber. Note that the two unidirectional fibers between switch s and the AWGR

can be merged into a fiber pair. Finally, according to the cyclic wavelength routing

rule, the fiber exiting demultiplexer d is connected to the receiver side of transceiver

a of switch s, which corresponds to the wavelength on which t is transmitting to s.

The logical matching of the original fully meshed inter-rack channels to colored input

and output signals is done for all colored transceivers of switch s.

This procedure is repeated for every full mesh of FBFly, and for every corre-

sponding switch. In this way, every physical full mesh of the flattened butterfly

topology is substituted for a pseudo-full mesh employing colored optical transceivers,

multiplexer/demultiplexer (Mux/Demux) devices, and AWGRs. I point out that a

pseudo-full mesh contains more fibers than a regular full mesh, since the number of

cables between the switch ports and the Mux/Demux’s is double the number of the

fibers in a regular full mesh. However, as I will show in Sec. 5.4, the number of long

inter-rack cables (i.e., the cabling complexity metric used in this chapter) is reduced

by a significant amount, which in turn reduces the total amount of fibers in the entire

network.

5.1.3 Practical Considerations of AWGRs

Commercially available AWGR devices have a limited number of input and output

ports. This is due to the fact that the widely available DWDM optical parts are

optimized for the optical C-band, which is roughly BC−band = 4800 GHz wide. For

example, by using the ITU-T [12] channel grid with Chspacing = 50 GHz channel

spacing, the number of input/output ports M defined as

M = BC−band/Chspacing, (5.3)
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is limited to 96. The custom manufacturing of AWGRs allows customers to decide on

the desired number of input/output ports. According to Eq. 5.3 there is a trade-off

between the number of input/output ports (M) and the optical bandwidth of each

channel; note that higher M yields narrower channel widths. I finally mention that

in lab environments, the number of input/output ports per AWGR can scale up to

512, along with 10 GHz channel spacing [82].

The actual bit-rate of an AWGR channel depends on the spectral efficiency (SE)

of the transmitted signal on the channel. Commercially available transceivers can

send and receive signals with up to SE = 2 bit/s/Hz (i.e., 100 Gbit/s over 50 GHz)

over more than 2000 km. There is a trade-off between high SE and fiber lengths in

core networks, which is however not a real concern for data center environments (e.g.,

whereby cables’ length is less than 5 km). On the other hand, switch capacity is simply

modeled as the number of line-rate ports multiplied by the respective port bit rate.

Bit rate per port is commercially available for 10 Gbit/s, 40 Gbit/s, or 100 Gbit/s.

Today, the standard capacity of a high speed channel is 10 Gbit/s (both in switch

backplanes and transceivers). In data center interconnects, a 40 Gbit/s channel is

usually composed of 4 × 10 Gbit/s lanes1. Similarly, a 100 Gbit/s channel can be

built of 10× 10 Gbit/s lanes or 4× 25 Gbit/s lanes. The dissertation treats links as

composed of sub-links of 10 Gbit/s channel capacity (i.e., signal SE = 0.2 Bit/s/Hz),

which is a common unit of capacity in current data center networks [71]. The capacity

of channels can be greatly improved towards SE � 2 for the short reach needed in

data centers. This allows us to scale the capacity of data centers without changing

the fiber infrastructure, only by deploying higher capacity switches with higher speed

interfaces (i.e., 40 Gbit/s or 100 Gbit/s interfaces).

To achieve best performance in terms of latency and throughput, one needs to

keep the number of dimensions of a flattened butterfly as small as possible [61, 18].

If we consider that today switches with up to 1600 10 Gigabit Ethernet (GE) ports

are available [1], one could build a 800-ary 2-flat flattened butterfly topology with

640K servers by using 800 of these high degree switches. However, the constraints of

the commercially available AWGR devices limit my focus to smaller radix flattened

140 Gbit/s PHY using 40GBASE-R encoding over one lane on single-mode fiber, with reach up
to at least 2 km, using the C-Band range of 1530 to 1565, is already standardized in IEEE 802.3bg
as 40GBASE-FR [56].
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butterfly topologies. Since in my proposed structure the number of switches in one

full mesh defines how many input and output ports are needed in a AWGR (M = k),

I only consider k-ary 3-flat topologies with k ≤ 96. This configuration scales up

to N = 884, 736 servers. Note that one can also install parallel optical pseudo-full

mesh networks to increase the C-FBFly capacity, if further ports of the switches are

available. I point out however that the C-FBFly capacity is limited by the switch

capacity and the related number of switch ports, and not by the link capacity.

5.2 Cable Length Calculation

My optical cabling cost model is composed of different subunits. First of all, I inves-

tigate the current trends of rack power density in data centers. I take notice of the

limitations of the maximum power that can be provided for a rack to calculate the

server density per square meters. Using the justified density values I count the num-

ber of racks we require to accommodate the computing and switching equipment.

Depending on the number of racks I estimate the average inter-rack cable lengths.

Based on these considerations, the cabling cost in case of both the regular grey optics

and the colored optics can be estimated in a realistic fashion.

5.2.1 Rack Power Density

The design of a power distribution and cooling system for a data center is a complex

subject on its own. I limit the analysis only to determine what size of raised floor

space my structure would need if it was deployed in a real-world scenario, considering

the constraints of the power and cooling capacity of current data centers. I base the

model on the power distribution capacity per each rack of a data center infrastructure

and denote this metric as Prack. Realistic values of Prack can vary from 4kW/rack to

28kW/rack, the latter value being roughly the maximum power density that can be

achieved with air based cooling [69].

For the arrangement of the servers and switches in the racks the following model

is used. Let Pser and Psw be the power consumption of a server and of a switch,

respectively. RUser and RUsw denote the rack unit (RU) space required for one server

and for one switch, respectively. The total space in RU of a rack is denoted by RUrack.
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Along my analysis, I set RUrack = 42, which is the standard capacity of a data center

rack. To keep my rack power density model simple and tractable, I make the following

simplifying assumptions: a) the racks are filled with servers so that space and power

surplus is left in every rack for a switch, and b) a switch is placed into a server rack

such that the total amount of switch to server cables is minimized. Based on the

previous assumptions we can calculate the number of servers per one rack as:

|srack| =
⌊
min

(
Prack − Psw

Pser
,
RUrack −RUsw

RUser

)⌋
. (5.4)

The careful reader might argue at this point that such an arrangement of com-

puting and switching devices might result in sub-optimal designs, especially in cases

when servers in multiple racks are connected to one switch. This arrangement plan is

admittedly not perfect, and my simple model could be extended by an optimized de-

sign of the full physical layout of a FBFly structure. However I argue that this simple

model is sufficient for our investigation at hand and regard the improvement of this

simple model as future work. This current model can also account for additional rack

based equipments such as patch panels or space for the additional colored passive

optical devices (Mux/Demux, AWGR), which do not require additional power.

The height of a server is assumed to be RUser = 1 which can be considered as

typical for current high-end data center servers [4]. The actual value of Psw usually

depends on the technical specification of the servers (number of processors, number

of cores per processor, memory, I/O devices). Server power consumption values are in

the range of 200-600 W based on a measurement study of twenty different production

data center servers [84]. The switches are modeled after the Arista 7504 switch,

which is 7 RU high and has 192 SFP+ ports. According to the data sheet [3] of

the Arista 7504, a fully loaded chassis typically consumes about 2 kW (10 W per

port). Here I disregard the fact that a non-fully populated switch would consume

less power. Further improvements of the model can incorporate a more detailed

consideration of the switch power consumption. The power consumption of grey

and colored transceivers are similar, so I do not make a distinction in switch power

consumption between FBFly and C-FBFly.
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5.2.2 Average Optical Cable Length

To calculate cable lengths I use a simple data center floor space model based on

the packaging layout of the flattened butterfly topology [61]. I assume 23” × 47”

(' 0.6 m× 1.2 m) racks which are placed into a working cell ([75, 61]), that is about

two times deep as the depth of the rack to allow for accessing and cooling the racks.

Similarly to the original flattened butterfly cabinet layout, I assume that the racks

are aligned into rows of working cells in a raised floor area. The edge length of this

area is estimated by El =
√
N/ρ, where ρ is the node density in nodes/m2. ρ is

calculated by dividing the number of servers per rack (Eq. 5.4) by the footprint of a

working cell ρ = |srack|/A. Then the average cable length between the switches of a

FBFly network can be simply estimated as:

Lavg = El/3. (5.5)

Multi-gigabit links longer than 5 meters2 cannot be efficiently built with electrical

cables, so the common practice is that these longer links are created with optical

cables [71]. In the model, I consider optical cables of length Lavg ≥ 2 m, accounting

thus for the fact that the inter-rack cables are running in cable trays few feet over

the racks [71]. Moreover, the endpoints of the links can be vertically anywhere in the

racks [61], which adds about 3 meters to every inter-rack cable. I point out that in

real world scenarios, the cable bend radii must be additionally accounted for [17].

Fig. 5.2 shows Lavg for a) a k-ary 1-flat topology, b) a k-ary 2-flat topology, and

c) a k-ary 3-flat topology adjusting the parameter k from 21 to 96. The (black)

solid part of the lines corresponds to the average length of links between k servers

and 1 switch in a k-ary 1-flat FBFly topology. The (red) dashed part corresponds

to a 1-dimensional (k-ary 2-flat) FBFly’s average cable length. The (green) dotted

parts show the values of Lavg for links in both the first and second dimensions of a

k-ary 3-flat FBFly. For each of the three topologies, I consider three power scenarios

(corresponding to the parallel lines). In the first two, I assume Prack = 5 kW and also

consider the server consumptions Pser = 600 W and Pser = 200 W. In the third I

assume Prack = 28 kW, in which case the actual server power consumption does not

2According to the IEEE 802.3ba standard, 40 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s transfer speeds with copper
cable are supported up to 7 meters.
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Figure 5.2. Lavg values shown on a log-log plot when growing the size of three FBFly
topologies. Lavg is smaller in case of 28 kW racks than in case of 5 kW racks. Also,
in case of 5 kW racks, lower Pser yields lower Lavg.

influence servers’ placing into racks. I also consider the limiting case Lavg = 2 m. For

topology a), the figure shows that Lavg ≤ 2 m for links between switches and servers

(denoted by ‘sw-ser’), except for the scenario when Pser = 600 W and Prack = 5

kW corresponding to a legacy type data center building with low power density and

current high-end servers. I argue that such scenarios should be avoided; instead, power

distribution and cooling should be proportionally upgraded with server upgrades. For

topologies b) and c), the figure illustrates inter-rack cables (denoted by ‘sw-sw’) with

Lavg ≥ 2 m.

The reason for considering electrical sw-ser links and optical sw-sw links is that

the number of ports per switch is between 61 and 190 ports; note that this interval

is much larger than in the original FBFly paper [61] (61 ports) and its subsequent

analysis [18] (36 ports). Besides following recent advancements in switch technology,

considering higher degree switches enables the reduction of the number of dimensions

of FBFly, which further increases the performance of the network [61]. However, it

also means that more switches are put in a single FBFly dimension and thus the

packaging locality of the structure cannot be utilized for large values of k.

I finally mention that in the floor space model, I always consider an optical cable

to be a pair of single mode fibers3.

3Links longer than 7 meters are usually connected with optical multi-mode fibers (MMF) because
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5.3 Optical Cabling Cost Model

In this section, I calculate the total costs of grey and colored optical cabling in FBFly

and C-FBFly topologies, respectively. In particular, I calculate the fiber cable costs

and the transceiver costs, and also account for the extra optical devices (Mux/Demux

and AWGR) in case of C-FBFly. I strive for an accurate cost comparison by account-

ing for the installation costs of both the inter-rack cables and extra optical devices. I

omit the cost components, however, that are equivalent in case of both structures, so

switch, server, etc. equipment and installation costs are not included in my model.

The cost of cabling between servers and switches is omitted as well.

5.3.1 FBFly: Grey Cabling Costs

First, I describe the cabling cost model of the original FBFly based on grey optics.

Based on the parameters of a k-ary n-fly FBFly topology, the number of fiber links

per switch equals (n− 1)(k − 1), so the total number of inter-rack fiber links is

lgrey =
S (n− 1)(k − 1)

2
, (5.6)

where S is the total number of switches. Recall that, by definition, lgrey is the

cabling complexity of the original FBFly structure. The actual average cable length

is Lreal = Lavg + Lconst, where Lavg is the average cable length in first and second

dimension of FBFly and Lconst is the required extra length of inter-rack cables (see

Sec. 5.2.2). Then the total length of fiber cables for the grey structure is

Lgrey = lgrey Lreal. (5.7)

For a cost cfiber of a meter of fiber, cost of grey transceivers ctr,grey, and also accounting

for the inter-rack fiber cable installation cost clong,inst, the total grey optical cost is

Cgrey = Lgreycfiber + 2 lgrey ctr,grey + lgrey clong,inst. (5.8)

This Cgrey will represent the cost of cabling in FBFly in Sec. 5.4.1.

they can be combined with relatively cheap transceivers. Although MMFs have a range of about
200 − 300 meters, experts argue that distances ≥ 50 meters are better handled with single mode
fibers (SMF). A SMF has a longer range but it requires more expensive transceivers. I also point
out that DWDM optical systems have to use single mode fibers as well.
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5.3.2 C-FBFly: Colored Cabling Costs

I now describe the cabling cost model for my proposed C-FBFly structure. The

amount of required optical equipment is first calculated for one full mesh of the

structure, then by considering optical equipment, cabling and installation costs, the

calculation is done for the whole structure.

Number of AWGRs in a Full Mesh

Let us first recall that the key idea of C-FBFly is to substitute each full mesh of

FBFly by a pseudo-full mesh with an M ×M AWG (or AWGR) in the center. The

number of input and output ports M of the AWGR is the number of switches in

one dimension, which corresponds to the actual number of switches connected in a

full mesh (M = k). In my next step, I refer back to Sec. 5.1.3, where I mentioned

that it is possible to construct links with more than one sub-link. The AWGR based

pseudo-full mesh can support this feature as well. I introduce the variable lsub to set

the number of sub-links encompassed in one link. For the later calculations I always

regard one link to contain only one sub-link (i.e., one 10 Gbit/s link), however my

model is general enough to support calculations for higher trunking factors. For this,

we first need to calculate the width of an AWGR channel:

BAWG,M = BC−band/M. (5.9)

Since the whole C-band spectrum is divided into M distinct channels, each channel

has a width equal to BAWG,M . If each AWGR channel has BAWG,M width, then by

using 50 GHz spaced ITU-T channels for the signals going through the AWG, one

can fit

|Ch/AWG| = bBAWG,M/Chspacingc (5.10)

number of signals on one AWG channel. Combining Eqs. 5.9 and 5.10, we obtain

the number of channels per AWG channel on which we can send signals, i.e.,

|SigAWG| = b(BC−band/M)/Chspacingc.

Based on the above equations we can finally calculate the number of M ×M AWGs

required per one full mesh as |AWGfm| = dlsub/|SigAWG|e, which also determines the

number of Mux/Demux devices as |MuxDemfm| = 2M |AWGfm| per full mesh.
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Figure 5.3. One optical pseudo-full mesh shown in C-FBFly’s each dimension.

Number of Cables in a Full Mesh

In one full mesh, the number of long fiber pairs needed to connect the Mux/Demux

devices with the AWGR is lfm,MUX−AWG = M |AWGfm|. In turn, the number of

short fiber pairs needed to connect the switch ports to the Mux/Demux devices is

lfm,sw−MUX = M (M − 1). Fig. 5.3 shows the arrangement of both short and long

optical cables in C-FBFly.

Total Optical Equipment

Now, we have the number of required colored equipment, including the cables, for one

pseudo-full mesh in C-FBFly. I refer back to Eq. 5.1 where we calculated |Gfm,k,n|
as the total number of full mesh subgraphs in FBFly. Then, the total numbers of

AWGRs, Mux/Demuxes, long and short cables in case of a given k-ary n-flat C-FBFly

topology are:

|AWG| = |AWGfm| |Gfm,k,n|

|MuxDem| = |MuxDemfm| |Gfm,k,n|

lMUX−AWG = lfm,MUX−AWG |Gfm,k,n| (5.11)

lsw−MUX = lfm,sw−MUX |Gfm,k,n|.
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Total Length of Optical Cables

Next, I estimate the actual average cable lengths for the colored interconnection

structure similarly as in the case of the grey cabling. However, I want to account for

the fact that the AWGR device is about the size of a smart phone and it requires only

couple of volts for its temperature control. Because of this, the AWGR device can

easily be placed in the middle of a given full mesh, which means that a reasonable

length estimation of the fiber pairs connecting the multiplexers/demultiplexers with

the AWGR is Lreal/2. For the length of the fibers connecting the switch ports with the

multiplexers and demultiplexers, I use a conservative value Lsw−MUX = 1 m. Working

with these average cable lengths, the total length of long cables running from the

Mux to the AWGR and back to the Demux is given by Llong = lMUX−AWG Lreal/2.

In turn, the total length of short cables between the switch and Mux/Demux is

Lshort = lsw−MUX Lsw−MUX . We thus obtain the total length of cables in C-FBFly

Lcol = Llong + Lshort. (5.12)

Total Optical Cost of C-FBFly

Having the number of AWGRs, Mux/Demuxes, and the total length of required fiber

cables, we can finally calculate the total cabling cost Ccolored of C-FBFly. I denote

the unit costs of the extra colored optical equipments, i.e., cAWG for an M ×M AWG

and cMuxDem for a Mux/Demux. Note that I calculate with the same value of cfiber

as in case of FBFly (Sec 5.3.1). The unit cost of a colored transceiver is denoted as

ctr,col. Note that the total number of colored transceivers is the same as the total

number of switch-Mux/Demux cables, and also the total number of grey transceivers,

i.e., Tcol = lsw−MUX = 2 lgrey. Finally, I consider the total installation costs

Cinst = lMUX−AWG clong,inst + lsw−MUX cshort,inst +

+ |AWG| cAWG,inst + |MuxDem| cMuxDem,inst.

Here I account for the installation cost of the extra AWGRs and Mux/Demux devices

as well as the cable installation costs. Based on the above details, adding up all the

cost components we obtain
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Ccolored = |AWG| cAWG + |MuxDem| cMuxDem +

+Lcol cfiber + Tcol ctr,col + Cinst.
(5.13)

This total colored optical cost will be compared against the total grey optical cost

from Eq. 5.8 in the next section.

5.4 Optical Cabling Reduction Results

In this section, I first numerically compare the capital expenditure (CapEx) cabling

costs of the colored and the grey structure, and I determine the sensitivity of cost sav-

ing achieved in C-FBFly relative to power parameters and equipment prices. Then,

the cabling complexity reduction achieved by C-FBFly is analytically quantified rel-

ative to FBFly, and some operational aspects of the reduction are discussed.

5.4.1 Optical Cabling Cost Reduction [Thesis 3.1]

Total Optical Cable Length Reduction

Based on the floor space model described in Sec. 5.2 and the optical cabling model

detailed in Sec 5.3, the total length of optical cables is calculated for both FBFly and

C-FBFly. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5.4 for different server power consumption

and rack power availability. The figure clearly shows that the C-FBFly’s total cable

length is shorter than the grey FBFly’s in every case. Moreover, one can observe a

subtle dependence between the power density of the data center and the total cable

length, i.e., given low rack power density, high power consuming servers must be

spread across the raised floor beyond what the RU space in racks can accommodate.

This relationship implies higher average cable length for 600 W servers, but the

difference diminishes around Prack = 22 kW rack power availability.

CapEx Optical Cabling Cost Balance

Next, I compare the total optical cabling costs of C-FBFly and FBFly. I define the

cabling cost of C-FBFly as the proportional increase (positive) or decrease (negative)

of capital optical costs compared to the original FBFly optical cabling costs

CC−FBFly = (Ccolored − Cgrey) 100 /Cgrey. (5.14)
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Figure 5.4. Total length of grey (Eg. 5.7) and colored (Eg. 5.12) optical cables for
different servers and rack power availability. The difference between corresponding
total lengths of grey and colored FBFly solely determines the cabling cost reduction.

CC−FBFly is calculated for FBFly data centers in the range of 9K to 260K servers.

The cost of the grey and the colored FBFly’s optical interconnection network is calcu-

lated based on web prices4. Actual cost prices may vary greatly, e.g., 40-60% of cost

reduction of list prices is common for large orders. I assume cable installation cost of

$6.25 per inter-rack cable, and $2.5 for short cables similarly to [71]. The installation

cost of an AWGR or Mux/Demux device is assumed $50, which is a conservative

value. Here I considered the fact, however, that colored (DWDM) equipments are

not common in data center deployments and they might incur some extra installa-

tion fees5. For the transceiver cost component, I define a variable rtr to denote the

price of a colored transceiver compared to the price of a grey transceiver in terms of

percentages:

rtr =
ctr,col
ctr,grey

100. (5.15)

Gridlines of different rtr values help to identify the ratio of colored vs. grey transceiver

prices, at a given size of the structure, when the cabling complexity reduction re-

sults in cost reduction at the same time. My purpose in this section is to give

an overview of prices which result in cost saving for reasonable sized large scale

data center networks. Fig. 5.5 left shows the cost savings for a C-FBFly reference

4The cable cost prices are estimated from http://www.fiberstore.com/. The transceiver and
colored optical equipment prices may greatly vary depending on manufacturer and quantity of order
(http://www.alibaba.com/).

5The total installation costs are negligible compared to all other cost components.
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scenario with realistic power parameters and optical equipment costs. Note that

CC−FBFly < 0% corresponds to capital cost savings, when using colored optics. In

turn, when CC−FBFly > 0%, then the reduction in cabling complexity is achieved at

a higher capital cost. For example, in case of a 200K server structure, implementing

C-FBFly with 10% more expensive colored transceivers and reference optical prices,

results in 12% cabling cost reduction compared to FBFly, which amounts to about

$14M in total cost saving.
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Figure 5.5. Cost save (negative) or increase (positive) in case of implementing the
C-FBFly structure in a reference scenario for different network size. On the right
figures, the server and rack power parameters are varied.

5.4.2 Cost Reduction Sensitivity [Thesis 3.1 cont.]

CapEx Cost Sensitivity to Power Parameters

Figs. 5.5 on the right show the cost balance for different server power consumption

and rack power availability. Except for Prack and Pser, the power parameters and the

optical equipment costs are the same as in the reference scenario. An interpretation

of the results is that, in the case of a renewal of a legacy data center (e.g., when addi-

tional power density cannot be integrated in the building, or when increasing cooling

efficiency is infeasible), then C-FBFly can be a cost effective choice for data center

networks with > 50K servers. This efficiency is achieved for example by assuming the
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bottom right scenario in Fig. 5.5, using colored transceivers prices of 120% of grey

prices, and the prices for additional colored equipment (shown on the left).

Cost Sensitivity to Equipment Prices

I was interested in equipment prices when the colored and the grey cabling costs

equal out each other for a given size of structure. This tells us the desired equipment

prices when deciding to chose the colored structure over the grey one. Moreover,

I wanted to indicate the sensitivity of the cost balance to the change in different

equipments’ prices, so that I assess which type of equipment dominates the balance.

I emphasize that the price difference of colored and grey transceiver prices strongly

determines the financial feasibility of C-FBFly, since we must use the same amount of

transceivers in both cases. I analyzed the change in FBFly cabling costs CC−FBFly for

distinct equipment price values, while setting rtr = 120%. This sensitivity analysis

is done by increasing and decreasing each optical equipment price in turns by 10%

and 50% relative to the reference scenario (Fig. 5.5 left). The first and second plot

of the first row on Fig. 5.6 show that the cost saving achieved by C-FBFly is highly

sensitive to grey transceiver and fiber cable prices. The second row indicates that the

capital cost is less sensitive to AWGR and Mux/Demux price variance. I note that

sensitivity of CC−FBFly to all installation prices are similar to the sensitivity of the

AWGR equipment price component and I omit these details for space constraints.

The main message here is that the purchase and installation of extra optical devices

do not contribute much to the CapEx cost of cabling in C-FBFly. On the other hand,

high optical fiber prices and low transceiver prices greatly favor C-FBFly.

5.4.3 Cabling Complexity Reduction [Thesis 3.2]

The cost results presented so far are quite conservative, relative to C-FBFly, because

they are exclusively based on CapEx costs. I point out that I did not quantify the

additional operational cost component (i.e., OpEx), which is arguably significantly

reduced given the very large cabling complexity reduction in C-FBFly. I elaborate on

the OpEx cost components by quantifying the cabling complexity reduction as the

reduction in the number of inter-rack cables (Sec. 2.3.4).

The C-FBFly cabling complexity reduction depends on four factors: the parameter

k of the FBFly structure, the width of the optical C-bandBC−band, the channel spacing
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Chspacing, and the number of sub-links in a link lsub. The cabling complexity reduction

can be quantified by taking the ratio of lgrey to lMUX−AWG, i.e., the ratio of the number

of inter-rack cables in the grey structure (Eq. 5.6) to the number of inter-rack cables

in the colored structure (Eq. 5.11):

R =
lgrey

lMUX−AWG

=
k − 1

2

⌈⌊ BC−band

Chspacing k

⌋
lsub

⌉
. (5.16)

An immediate upper bound is

Rupper =
48(k − 1)

k lsub
≈ 48. (5.17)

The approximation is achieved when k → 96, assuming lsub = 1, i.e., one sub-link

per link. Thus, 48 is a rough estimation of the theoretical upper limit of the cabling

complexity reduction. Fig. 5.7a shows the scaling of the inter-rack cables for FBFly
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and C-FBFly, and Fig. 5.7b illustrates R. I point out that the logarithmic behavior of

R, in the number of servers N , is due to the exponential scaling of servers (Sec. 5.1.1).
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I argue that by localizing the fully meshed cabling into the racks, the overall

cabling management is significantly simplified. The simplified cable management

further reduces the risk of miswiring and unplanned downtime of the data center.

The detailed quantification of these operational costs are regarded as future work.

5.5 Discussion and Related Work

In this section, I discuss C-FBFly’s cabling complexity reduction results considering

its control plane and network capacity while also mentioning some related technolog-

ical considerations. Furthermore, I review and compare related previous proposals.

Data center owners face continuous capacity growth and are forced to find new

methods to reduce costs at the same time. These trends result in incentives to both

reduce the number of switching equipment (switches, cables) and to reduce overall

power consumption. To alleviate these problems, there have been numerous proposals

using optical switching devices in DCs [85, 41, 89, 88]. All of these proposals under-

provision the capacity of the optical network to achieve cost efficiency and dynamically

route flows in the optical domain with complex optical control planes. c-through [85]

and Helios [41] use MEMS (Microelectromechanical System) optical switches, and
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an optical control framework provisions optical circuits for flows in the system by

positioning small mirrors in the MEMS device. DOS [89] and Petabit [88] both

employ AWGRs and tunable wavelength converters (TWCs) to route packets to the

destinations through the AWGR by dynamically changing the signals’ wavelengths

with TWCs. A drawback of these optical DC proposals is that they employ widely

available optical switching devices, which switch in the order of milliseconds. However,

micro-flow switching is prevalent in data center traffic patterns, i.e., microsecond

flows are problematic to be handled with these available optical switching methods

or current solutions do not scale well [24, 42, 40].

Contrarily to the already proposed optical switching concepts for DCs, C-FBFly

allocates sufficient optical circuits in the wavelength domain for arbitrary traffic pat-

terns, without introducing a complex optical control plane; switching in C-FBFly is

solely done by electrical switches. Since C-FBFly employs only passive optical parts,

it does not place additional latency on the interconnect. Table 5.1 summarizes the

properties of C-FBFly compared to current optical DC proposals in terms of optical

switching techniques, control frameworks, and the support for micro-flow switching.

Architecture Optical Switch Controlled Micro-flow
Optical Device switching

c-through [85] MEMS Mirror no

Helios [41] MEMS Mirror no

DOS [89] AWGR TWC no

Petabit [88] AWGR TWC no

C-FBFly AWGR none yes

Table 5.1. Comparison of Optical Data Centers

The core idea of C-FBFly, that is to replace mesh cabling by switched star topolo-

gies, is widely known in networking. A multi-stage WDM/AWGR technology has been

proposed for internet router architecture to scale up capacity to 100 Tbps and 640

ports [60]. A similar method has been proposed for barrier synchronization framework

in parallel computers [90]. It achieves all-to-all connectivity by equipping the CPUs

with DWDM capable optical transceivers and connecting them together through a

multi-stage AWGR network while it eliminates the need for both electrical switches

and tunable wavelength converters. I elaborate these earlier and recent works of

AWGR based star topologies.
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My current approach reduces the number of long inter-rack cables without modi-

fying routing in FBFly. In contrast, Dragonfly [62] achieves a two-fold cabling com-

plexity reduction by increasing control plane complexity. While the Dragonfly is a

fixed 3-level structure, my cabling complexity reduction results hold for arbitrary di-

mensional FBFly structures.6 HyperX [20] generalizes the FBFly structure to achieve

higher structural performance using less switching equipment. The authors in [71]

develop an optimization framework for HyperX to find efficient designs given size and

structural capacity constraints, focusing on reduction of overall costs, but without

quantifying the resulting cabling complexity. Note that HyperX topology can also

benefit from using colored pseudo-full meshes and the development of this concept is

regarded as future work.

FBFly employs non-minimal adaptive routing. It uses queue lengths to estimate

delays and forwards packets on least loaded next hops [61]. Although adaptive routing

is widely employed in supercomputers, it is not implemented in commodity Ethernet

switches by default. A flow level variant of the proposed routing algorithms [61,

20] could, however, be implemented with OpenFlow. The load on a link could be

estimated by monitoring port counters in switches. The controller, in turn, would

install paths in the network such that the packet would be forwarded on the least

loaded suitable interface. The detailed discussion of routing in FBFly is out of the

scope of this work, and I leave such technical discussion for future work.

The key advantage of C-FBFly is that it opens up a seamless migration path

towards higher data center capacities. My approach can take advantage of higher ca-

pacity interfaces of servers and switches (e.g., 40 Gbit/s 40GBASE-FR interface stan-

dardized in IEEE 802.3bg or currently available proprietary 100 Gbit/s interfaces).

Moreover, the proposed structure provides the opportunity to increase network ca-

pacity by only exchanging the interfaces for more advanced interfaces with higher

spectral efficiencies. Hence the capacity of the structure can be increased without

modifying the already installed DWDM fiber infrastructure. Amongst its key advan-

tages, I mention that C-FBFly does not limit cabling lengths due to the application

of SMF cables, and this fact makes C-FBFly an attractive structure for distributed

data centers.

6For the discussion on the trade-off between FBFly’s number of dimensions and the number and
length of inter-rack cables I point the reader to [61].
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My final remark is that the currently proposed architecture offers cost advantages

in data centers using a large number of cost efficient 10 Gbit/s DWDM interfaces.

For this reason, my proposal should be regarded as a strong argument behind the

standardization of a cost-efficient DWDM capable (10GBASE-FR) one-lane interface

using the optical C-Band on single mode fibers.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, I have shown how to significantly reduce the cabling complexity, de-

fined as the number of long inter-rack cables, in large flattened butterfly networks.

The key idea was to use dense wavelength division multiplexing capable colored opti-

cal transceivers instead of grey transceivers, in combination with arrayed waveguide

grating routers. To evaluate the benefits of my new structure, I presented a cost model

based on a data center floor space layout model with power density constraints. I

applied this cost model to conduct a sensitivity analysis to optical equipment costs,

and identified the required optical network equipment costs for my (colored) struc-

ture to be more cost efficient than the original (grey) structure. For example, if fiber

cost prices are 2.8 $/m, and if colored and grey interfaces’ prices are within 110%

or 120%, then my structure lowers capital expenditure costs in networks with more

than 50K or 75K servers, respectively. Moreover, my proposed structure additionally

reduces operational costs by arguably a significant factor, given the very large cabling

complexity reduction (e.g., by a factor of as much as 48).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In my dissertation, I have made both theoretical and practical contributions towards

efficient cabling in data centers. To conclude, first I present some insights with a

short summary of my results. Then, I describe possible applications, and finally, I

present some further steps that may be substantiated as future work.

I have proposed an incrementally expandable interconnection network based on

hyperbolic tessellations (HTT ) that provides low diameter and low control plane over-

head. My initial assumption on the possible utilization of a hyperbolic geometrical

structure in data centers has been confirmed in terms of the optimality of paths. To

achieve high capacity in the center of the structure, the links are densified (DHTT ),

yet this procedure can be seamlessly implemented in the structure yielding both flex-

ibility and cost effectiveness. Moreover, the theoretical structure is augmented with

practical extensions to devise a high performance, cost efficient, and fully fledged in-

crementally expandable data center fabric (Poincaré DC ). Although greedy geometric

routing effectively finds the shortest path in the proposed structure, high performance

traffic engineering in state of the art DCs require more sophisticated routing fabrics.

I have showed that the default routing algorithm can be easily supplemented with

simple routines, which modify the routing decision process to enable load balancing

and failure tolerance. I argue that localized greedy routing can provide a simple but

efficient substrate for more complex routing fabrics in real word HTT based systems.

In my work, I have also evaluated a general method for cabling complexity reduc-

tion in state of the art DC structures by employing state of the art optical wavelength

division multiplexing techniques. This method significantly lowers the number of long
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inter-rack cables without imposing additional control plane complexity on the under-

lying system; the routing of optical paths is solely performed in the physical layer.

Moreover, I have showed a methodology to assess when it is also cost efficient to

employ the proposed cabling reduction method. One can argue, that in the near

future the diminishing difference between colored vs. grey optical transceiver prices

will boost the adoption of the presented cabling complexity reduction method in real

word DCs.

6.1 Application of Results

As one of my main contributions, I propose Poincaré DC, a fully fledged incrementally

expandable data center architecture. The presented feasibility analysis indicates that

the proposed structure provides throughput performance comparable to the fat tree

structure, which is the foundation for current state of the art DC topologies. However,

contrary to the fat tree system, Poincaré DC ’s flexibility enables owners to start from

a very cheap yet working DC with significantly low entering costs, and incrementally

upgrade their system to any desired performance level. Concretely, servers can be

added in Poincaré DC one by one, and every single link improves performance without

the need for additional configuration. I have shown that the seamless evolution of the

network is free of cost and labor intensive full structural rewiring, and this feature can

be a huge incentive for companies and organizations to adopt my system. Importantly,

the proposed architecture is deployable today, as the implementation of the structure

is readily available for the OpenFlow platform, and with minimal effort it can be

implemented on the NetFPGA platform as well. Moreover, my work may be regarded

as an interesting contribution among the widely known DC architectures, and as

such it may be useful for academic curriculum in networking and distributed system

courses.

On the other hand, the proposed method for cabling complexity reduction builds

upon commercially available optical devices, so it can be employed in data centers

today. My integrated techno-economical model can be applied to evaluate individual

conditions under which the proposed modification also achieves capital expenditure

reduction in a new DC deployment.
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6.2 Future Work

Although I have evaluated the performance of Poincaré DC through extensive flow

level traffic simulations in Sec. 4.4.1, note that there is a growing body of traffic

analysis and modeling literature in working data centers [26, 59, 27]. Incorporating

these findings would allow one to evaluate the proposed architecture against more

specialized traffic scenarios (e.g., enterprise, academic, etc.). Further performance

evaluations could include testing currently proposed flow management frameworks

[35, 81]. Also, a possibly more fruitful approach could extend or modify these flow

management frameworks to leverage the efficiency of greedy routing in the structure.

I proposed Poincaré DC as an incrementally expandable DC architecture. I have

solved many practical issues regarding network construction in Sec. 4.1, however,

some aspects remain open. For one, the growth algorithm takes switch and server

port configurations into account, but it neglects rack space, power availability, and

cabling considerations. These constraints could be incorporated in the algorithm as

optimization subtasks, and thus actual costs could be approximated in a more refined

way. Moreover, addressing in the structure could be refined to handle rounding errors

in the representation of the high precision real-valued hyperbolic coordinates.

Furthermore, my cabling complexity reduction method was evaluated solely on the

flattened butterfly structure, as it is a promising competitor of the fat tree structure,

and it provides a natural fit for the proposed structural modification. Although I

have aimed to incorporate all relevant properties of DCs in my techno-economical

cabling model, it could be further refined by assigning individual devices (servers,

switches, extra colored optical equipment) to distinct locations in a reference DC

design similarly as in [71]. Moreover, the proposed structural modification could be

evaluated in more advanced DC structures (e.g., HyperX [20], Poincaré DC ).

On a final note, I mention that I considered the operational aspect of my cabling

reduction method to a limited extent. I quantified the cabling complexity reduction

as the decrease in long inter-rack cables that I regarded as a proxy for the operational

cost component of cabling in data centers. This model may be further refined by

considering more realistic cabling construction and repair practices, detailing human

labor related cost components, and incorporating the typical frequency of various link

failures in DCs [46].
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